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T A B L E   O F   C O N T E N T S

WITNESS                    DIRECT    CROSS    REDIRECT

DAREN MARCEAU, P.E.

By Mr. Stam              6-125             131-132

By Ms. Martineau                 125-131

EXHIBITS

NUMBER DESCRIPTION                       MARKED

Plaintiffs

   1 résumé, Marceau     6

   2 North Carolina State University     7
civil engineering curriculum for
students entering after 7/10
(Sum2 '10), with attachment

   3 Accident Reconstruction at    10
Traffic Signal Intersections,
excerpts

   
   4 e-mail string among Privette,    40

Darity, Moore, re Signal Plan
Review Comments - Harrison Avenue
at SAS Entrance, 1/13/06 - 2/3/06

   5 e-mail string among Privette,    40
Darity, Moore, Fuller, re Walnut
Street Lane Addition Project -
Plan Review Comments, 6/23/06 -
6/30/06

   6 e-mail string between Abel    40
and Naylor, re Clearance times -
10/31/05, e-mail string between
Moore, Fuller and Lacy, re Walnut
Street Lane Addition Project -
Plan Review Comments, 6/30/06
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T A B L E   O F   C O N T E N T S

                         (continued)           

NUMBER DESCRIPTION                       MARKED

   7 e-mail string between Cove and    40
Fuller, re Rosalind Ellwood
complaint about Red Light Cameras,
12/19/08 - 12/22/08
Moore, Fuller, re Walnut Street
Lane Addition Project - Plan
Review Committee, 6/23/06 - 6/30/06

   8 graph prepared by Ceccarelli    55
depicting number of violations
per month at Harrison Avenue
southbound at Weston Parkway

   9 Cary Town Boulevard and    57
Convention Drive (EB), Kildaire
Farm Road and Cary Parkway (NB),
Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm
Road (WB), Walnut Street and
Meeting Street (SB)

  10 Stopping Sight Distance and    73
Decision Sight Distance, excerpts

  11 e-mail from Ziemba to Fuller, Murr    81
re Cary Red Light Lawsuit, 6/24/12,
e-mail from Murr to Fuller, re Cary
Red Light Lawsuit, 6/26/12

  
  12 Application of the ITE Change    93

and Clearance Interval Formulas
in North Carolina

  13 Traffic Engineering Handbook, 6th    97
Edition, excerpts

  14 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control   101
Devices for Streets and Highways,
2009 Edition, including Revision 1
dated May 2012 and Revision 2 dated
May 2012, excerpts

  15 equations, The relationship   105
between acceleration, velocity
and time
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T A B L E   O F   C O N T E N T S

                         (continued)           

NUMBER DESCRIPTION                            MARKED
 
  16 Critical Distance - also know            105

as the Distance Required to Stop

  17 A Simple Computation of Critical         108
Distance

  18 sketch, approach to determining          109
the yellow change interval at
straight through intersections

  19 sketch, formula for turning              109
radius       

  20 sketch, equation                       113
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P R O C E E D I N G S 10:10 a.m.1

(This deposition was taken pursuant to the North2

Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure.)3

(Whereupon,4

DAREN MARCEAU, P.E.5

was called as a witness, duly sworn, and testified as6

follows:)7

D I R E C T   E X A M I N A T I O N 10:10 a.m.8

By Mr. Stam:9

Q My name is Paul Stam.  I represent Brian Ceccarelli10

and Lori Millette.  And I understand that you have been11

designated as an expert witness for the Town of Cary.  Is12

that correct?13

A That is correct.14

Q And your name and address is what?15

A Is Daren Marceau, M-a-r-c-e-a-u, and my office is at16

113 Montauk, M-o-n-t-a-u-k, Point Place, Cary, North Carolina 17

27513.18

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 was19

marked for identification.)20

Q I place before you what's been marked for identifica-21

tion as Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit 1, if you would22

identify that?23

A That is my CV.24

Q And is it true and accurate?25
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A It's fairly current.  I just printed it, yes.1

Q How many years were you a police officer?2

A Just a couple years, just a few years with the City of3

Raleigh.4

Q What were your principal duties as a police officer?5

A I was a line officer, a street officer.  I handled6

traffic crashes, traffic crash investigations, anything that7

came up on my beat area.8

Q And then your education thereafter was where?9

A Well, during and after.  I was kind of on the ten year10

plan for my undergrad degree.  I have a bachelor's in civil11

engineering from North Carolina State University as well as a12

master's in civil engineering from N.C. State as well.13

Q When did you graduate with the master's?14

A I came out with my master's in December of '95.15

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 was16

marked for identification.)17

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as18

Exhibit 2.  See if you can identify that.19

(Witness peruses document.)20

A This looks like civil engineering curriculum21

requirements for N.C. State for students entering in the fall22

of 2010 or later, unless it's changed between now and then.23

Q Could you just circle on there the courses that you24

had either at the bachelor's level or the master's level? 25
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And if it's not the identical name, if it's the same---1

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  I guess that's2

assuming he remembers all the courses that he took.3

A I was just going to answer I really don't remember4

half the courses I took, and I'm laughing because that was a5

long time ago.6

Q Did you take Introduction to Engineering and Problem7

Solving?8

A Not that I recall; I don't recall that ever being9

offered back in the '80s.10

Q Have you had Calculus I?11

A Yes.  I took several calculus classes, I think I, II,12

and III actually.13

Q Have you had Physics for Engineers and Science?14

A No.15

Q Have you had physics?16

A Yes.  I--there was one physics requirement.  It was17

like Physics 20-something, and I actually took a physics18

elective also as a second class.19

Q So you've had two courses in physics?20

A Correct.21

Q Okay.  Have you had Mechanics of Solids?22

A Yeah, sure.  Yes, I did.23

Q Did you take Hydraulics?24

A Yes.25
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Q Differential Equations?1

A Yes.2

Q Algebra?3

A No, I never did, not in college.4

Q High school?5

A Yes.6

Q Okay.  Do you use algebra all the time in your work?7

A Yes; not much, but some.8

Q Electrical Engineering?9

A I did take an electrical engineering elective.10

Q Is engineering a humanities or a science?  How would11

you describe it?12

A I've never been asked that.  Engineering is the13

application of math and physics and science to specific14

problems, specific cases.  And those cases are typically15

already well wrapped in human factors, which would be part of16

humanities.  So it's really sometimes kind of a chicken and17

egg thing as far as one day maybe more human factors,18

humanities if you will, and another day it may be more math19

and science.20

Q Now, by humanities you mean human factors?21

A Human factors is one component of it.22

Q You don't mean literature or philosophy?23

Ms. Martineau: He's out there with Shakespeare books24

all the time.25
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The Witness: No.1

Ms. Martineau: No?2

The Witness: I don't use too much Shakespeare in3

my engineering work.4

By Mr. Stam:5

Q Have you read Battlefield Earth by Ron Hubbard?6

A No, I have not.  At the end of the day I don't do too7

much leisure reading.  I'm usually tired from reading other8

stuff.9

Q All right.  Did you write a book, Accident10

Reconstruction at Traffic Signal Intersections?11

A Yes, I did.  Back in 2006 it was published.12

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 was13

marked for identification.)14

Q All right.  I'm going to show you what's been marked15

for identification as--the title page and--let's keep the16

actual exhibits at that end (indicating).17

A That's fine.18

Q You can refer to any of them that you would like.19

A I'm used to attorneys wanting them back.  I get them20

out of order and make everybody mad.21

Q These are the pages I think may be somewhat relevant22

for this case, but if you--I have the entire book here.  And23

at the end of my discussion of your book, if you think there24

are other parts of the book that are relevant, please feel25
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free to refer to it.  I have it here if you need it.1

A Sure.2

Q Are the copies that are attached to page (sic) 3 true3

and accurate copies of excerpts from your book?4

A They appear to be.  I actually don't dig through my5

own book all that often.6

Q Do you have your students dig through your book?7

A Yes.  I don't force them to buy it, but I encourage8

them to.9

Q What is the yellow--referring to page 70 but also10

anything else you want to refer to, what is the yellow change11

interval?12

A Well, let's see what I wrote here.  It's been quite a13

while since I read this.14

(Witness peruses document.)15

It says yellow change interval is "expected to mean a16

driver needs to slow down and prepare to stop before the red17

signal."  It takes into consideration certain parameters,18

like grade and deceleration and perception/reaction time. 19

Going downhill we see longer yellows.20

Some agencies calculate and publish them in a table. 21

Some agencies use flat rates, provide a consistent message to22

drivers.  Other agencies calculate every single one.  It's23

critical for crash investigators to understand yellows.  You24

need to consult your local traffic engineer to find out what25
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yellows were in use.1

Q Was this book written for students who were going to2

look at crash investigations?  Is that the principal purpose3

of this book?4

A Correct.  My intended audience was mostly police5

officers.  The intent here is to--is not to educate police6

officers on how we get yellows and really what they're used7

for, but to tell them there may be--when I'm teaching--I'll8

back up here a second.9

When I'm teaching a class in Houston, for example, I10

may have engineers from all around the country attending that11

conference.  We'll have people from Oregon, from British12

Columbia, from New York, Florida, and in their jurisdictions13

the calculations may be different.14

So the intent was to tell these students there's a15

million different ways to skin the cat, but there's going to16

be a yellow time in use at that intersection and you need to17

go get that and use it in your investigation.18

Q Well, laws change from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, I19

suppose.20

Ms. Martineau: What laws?21

Q All laws, including traffic laws; is that correct?22

Ms. Martineau: Are you asking him if traffic laws23

are different in each state?24

Mr. Stam: Yes.25
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Ms. Martineau: Okay.1

A They may be.  The standard practice for calculating2

yellow is in use at that time and place.  You know, the3

accepted practice in Raleigh may be different than the4

accepted practice in Houston and British Columbia.  It's not5

really--the police officers who are my students or sometimes 6

the engineers who are my students don't really need to know7

that or understand that, except that they find a difference.8

When I have students in class I usually tell them to9

bring some sample traffic signal plans from their juris-10

diction.  And if we have two guys at a table next to each11

other they may see differences.  I try to ease the level of12

questions I get.13

Q Right.  Do the laws of motion that you learned at N.C.14

State when you studied physics vary from jurisdiction to15

jurisdiction?16

A Not unless our legislators repeal the laws.  They're17

not going to change. 18

Q Can legislators repeal the laws of physics?19

A No, sir.20

Q So you agree that the laws of motion do not vary from21

place to place.  Do human factors vary from jurisdiction to22

jurisdiction?23

A I've never been asked that.24

Q Just within the United States; I'm not referring to25
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South Sudan or Belarus.1

A As a general rule of thumb I would say no.  I think if2

we look under a bell curve of for example reaction times we3

would get when a driver is in a situation, we're going to see4

except for some subtle changes pretty much the same thing.5

Q All right.  And I will be asking about perception/6

reaction time in detail.  Just generally, you would say that7

that would not vary depending upon what city or state you're8

in within the continental United States?9

A It actually can.  As an example, I would expect10

drivers in Chicago to be more urbanized, a little quicker on11

the brake, a little quicker on the gas, and they might12

actually do things a little bit faster than a driver in13

central Wyoming, just as an example.14

Q Would a driver in downtown Chicago have generally the15

same human factors as a driver in downtown Atlanta?  My16

question is, is it because they're in different states that17

human factors change or is it because they're in a different18

driving environment?19

A The driving environment.  It has nothing to do with20

the actual geographic location that I'm aware of.  It's just21

the driving environment.22

Q All right.  And I'll come back to perception/reaction. 23

If you would look on page 70, the second sentence under24

Yellow Interval Timing that you read?25
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A Where it starts out with "Specific"?1

Q Correct.  You did read that to us, I think.2

A Yes.3

Q In addition to yellow meaning--expected to mean that a4

driver needs to slow down and prepare to stop before the red5

signal, does a yellow mean anything else?6

Ms. Martineau: I'm going to object to that.  I don't7

think he said that's what the definition of yellow---8

Mr. Stam: (interposing)  All right.  I'll back9

up.10

Ms. Martineau: ---change interval is---11

Mr. Stam: (interposing)  All right.  I'll back12

up.13

Ms. Martineau: ---but go ahead.14

By Mr. Stam:15

Q Would you read that second sentence again for the16

record?17

A Sure.  I kind of just paraphrased it the first time. 18

The second sentence says, "Specific guidelines usually exist19

in each jurisdiction for calculating yellow times since20

yellow is usually expected to mean a driver needs to slow21

down and prepare to stop before the red signal."22

Q All right.  If that's what it usually means, at other23

times what is it expected to mean?  Is there another answer24

other than what you say it's usually expected to mean?25
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A I think I know what you're after.  If I was writing1

this book for a group of traffic engineers, I would quote the2

meaning out of the MUTCD.  The intended audience here are3

police officers who are investigating crashes.4

If I went into a group of police officers and I try to5

explain to them what the real engineering meaning of a yellow6

signal is--which they don't need to know anyway; it's not in7

their field of work--it would be like Christopher Columbus8

trying to explain to the queen that the earth is really9

round.  It doesn't work.  And so I word it in a way that's10

going to meet their expectations, so to speak.11

Q How would you explain it to the presiding judge in12

this trial?13

A I would explain to him that the intent and purpose of14

a yellow signal is to warn drivers that the green just ended15

and a red is approaching and they need to make a decision.16

Q A decision about what?17

A To go or to stop.18

Q Okay.  And if you go, should you slow down and prepare19

to stop?20

A Say that again?21

Q If you've decided to go through the intersection,22

should you slow down as you approach the intersection?23

A Well, if you've made a decision to go, I would hope24

you're not slowing down after you make the decision.  I mean25
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that sounds--that's kind of intuitive.1

Q Right.  Does the yellow change interval give you2

sufficient--is it intended to give you sufficient time to3

perceive the situation, react to it, and effectuate your4

decision?5

A No.6

Q What is it intended to do?  What is the length of the7

yellow change interval designed to do?8

A It is intended to give you time to perceive and react,9

make a decision.  That's part of the perception/reaction. 10

There are four components and one of them is making a11

decision, and then to continue on if your wish is to--if your12

decision and desire is to go ahead and continue on.13

Q Anything else?14

A No.15

Q The second paragraph, if you would take a look at that16

for just a second?17

(Witness peruses document.)18

A Okay.19

Q 11 feet per second for normal deceleration.  I'm20

assuming that that's just shorthand for police officers. 21

What it actually is---22

A (interposing)  Per second squared.23

Q Per second squared, okay.  We agree on that.24

A There's a couple typos in the book and I've never25
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written an addendum to it.1

Q So that would be a typo.  That should be second2

squared?3

A Right.4

Q Okay.  Would you agree that that's a standard in the5

trade, profession, industry of what a normal deceleration6

rate would be?7

Ms. Martineau: Well, it says "a normal deceleration8

rate of about."9

A About 11 feet per second is in the range of normal10

rates that I see used around the country.11

Q Okay.  Obviously in an emergency a driver can12

decelerate more rapidly; is that correct?13

A Given that the allowable friction is there, there is14

not ice or something, or even on a seriously wet road, they15

can use a much higher deceleration.16

Q What is the--now, we're not analyzing a crash right17

now.  We're analyzing the yellow change interval.  What would18

be the problem with using a much higher deceleration rate for19

calculating the yellow change interval?20

A This comes back to a question you asked earlier about21

engineering being comprised of science versus--I said human22

factors.  You said humanities.  It would be nice for an23

engineer to use a number like 20 feet per second.24

Q Squared?25
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A Squared, yes; I---1

Q (interposing)  That's all right.2

A I apologize.3

Q Go ahead.4

A I'm keeping it simple.  But we also have to look at5

what people are comfortable with.  And somewhere between6

maybe 10 to 15, 16, 17, no higher than that, is about what7

people seem to be comfortable with at different speeds.  It's8

in a range of what humans--if you just let them go decelerate9

what they're going to do.10

Q And if a driver ahead--let's say Driver A is ahead of11

Driver B and Driver A decelerates much more rapidly than12

Driver B feels comfortable about decelerating.  What's going13

to happen?14

A You mean like one is following the other?  They're15

colinear?16

Q Correct.17

A And they're both traveling at the same speed?18

Q Right, to start with.19

A Depending on the headway between them, there could be20

a rear-end crash.21

Q Okay.  The second item in here, you say about 1.522

seconds for driver perception/reaction time; is that right?23

A Yes.24

Q Where did you get that, about 1.5 seconds?25
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A At the time that I was writing this back in late 1

2005-2006, I was seeing values typically about 1 second being2

used around the country for the most part.  NCDOT was moving3

towards 1.5 seconds.  4

Now, I'll change gears a little and talk about crash5

reconstruction.  In the crash reconstruction world, there's a6

magic perception/reaction number that's used almost7

universally of 1.5 seconds.  They're not related to traffic8

signals, but just related to a driver's known response to a9

known stimulus, in other words seeing a stop sign.  And my10

intended audience here is a bunch of cops and engineers doing11

crash reconstruction work.  There again, I'm not going to try12

to---13

Q (interposing)  And traffic enforcement---14

A ---reinvent the world.15

Q ---work too; is that correct?  Well, I don't know.  I16

shouldn't have interrupted you.17

A No, that's fine.  Well, many of the officers who do18

reconstruction work are on what we call a traffic team, and19

if they're not running radar, they're doing investigations. 20

But these guys are used to seeing 1.5 seconds in everything21

they do.  And there again, I'm trying to drive home two or22

three important points.  I'm not trying to make them reinvent23

the world.24

It's easier to use that value, and that value is25
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within an acceptable range for perception/reaction that1

people were starting to use in '05 and '06 in the ITE2

calculation.3

Q Is that the--let me--it's sort of a multiple choice4

question.5

Ms. Martineau: You know I don't like your multiple6

choice questions.7

Mr. Stam: I know.8

Q But the last choice could be something else other than9

what I've presented.  Is 1.5 seconds perception/reaction time10

the mean, average, for drivers, the median average for11

drivers, one standard deviation from the mean, average, the12

85th percentile, the 95th percentile, or is that 100 percent13

of drivers normally react within--perceive and react within14

1.5 seconds, or something else?15

Now, I've presented it as multiple choice because I16

just want your true answer of all of the above or none of the17

above or some combination of the two.18

A You're going to hate my answer:  their response to19

what stimuli or what expected response?  As I discussed20

earlier, in crash reconstruction 1.5 seconds typically is a21

good starting point for known stimulus, known response.22

A driver is driving along in a test situation and a23

red light pops up on the dashboard and they have to slam on24

their brakes, someone like that, or they see a stop sign and25
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they slam on their brakes.  It's been tested about 23 million1

times and we see it, but your question didn't tell me what2

response.3

You asked me what would be a typical time, is it the4

median 1 percent, whatever.  To what response?  I mean to5

what stimulus?  I'm sorry for being---6

Q (interposing)  All right.  Let me reask my question. 7

If you tested a statistically significant number of drivers--8

I don't know how many that would be.  I know polling.  I9

don't know drivers.  But we would test 1,050 voters if we10

wanted to get a really statistically significant number.  You11

may want to test 20,000.  I don't know, whatever that number12

is.13

If you took all of your subjects to an identical14

situation on the road, hazards, traffic, et cetera, an15

identical situation, would you come up--is the 1.5 figure the16

average, mean, or median or is it one standard deviation17

above the mean, two standard deviations, the 85th percentile,18

the 95th percentile?  What is it?19

Ms. Martineau: What's the stimulus, though, that you20

want him to---21

Q (interposing)  What I said was for every driver an22

identical stimulus, whatever you say it is, but the stimulus23

you're talking about for traffic that you're measuring and24

you come up with 1.5, identical.  Where does--what are you25
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measuring when you say 1.5?1

A It's impossible to answer your question as asked2

because the perception/reaction time is going to vary based3

on the stimulus and based on what the possible responses4

could be.5

The only--in crash reconstruction work the most common6

thing we're looking at is all of a sudden Driver A sees7

Driver B run a stop sign.  How long did it take the8

nonoffending driver to do something?  How long did it take9

them to swerve and hit their brakes, as we would expect a10

reasonable evasive response to be?  Those are the kind of11

situations we look at.12

Now, I do get involved in a lot of work that involves13

other things, like perception/reaction in a work zone, at14

night, to an unknown sign or a pavement marking or something15

like that.  We use a wide range of perception/reaction times16

there, and we have to build it based on the circumstances.17

Q Let me---18

A (interposing)  And I'm sorry for the---19

Q (interposing)  No, no.20

A There's no way to answer exactly what you asked.21

Q Mr. Marceau, you're doing a great job of answering.  I22

really appreciate it.  I'm understanding exactly what you're23

saying, and that means you're answering.  My question may not24

have been precise enough.25
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The same question but with this change, and that is a1

driver is coming up upon a signal light.  The driver knows2

that there is a signal light ahead but doesn't know when the3

yellow will occur, multi-lanes both sides, you know, four4

lanes each way let's just say, businesses at every corner,5

possibly people coming out.  That's the road situation.6

A Okay.7

Q Now, the human factor is you have a wide variety of8

drivers, from the Richard Petty race car driver--although he9

did hit somebody on I-85 one time when he was running for10

election.11

A He had a flashback.  He thought he was racing.12

Q Right, but you have the race car driver, who13

presumably is on top of the game.  You have the little old14

man who's 85, a little slow on his reactions, and everything15

in between.  You know what the stimulus is, zero grade, clear16

weather, da, da, da, da, da.  It's not raining.  So my17

question is the same question.18

When you say 1.5 seconds perception/reaction, are you19

measuring the average, mean or median, standard deviation,20

above or below?  I've seen a reference to 85th percentile in21

some of the literature.  I've seen a reference to 95th22

percentile.  Do you know what you're measuring when you say23

1.5 seconds perception/reaction time?24

A I have no idea.25
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Q Okay.  If you will turn to page 71 and 72 and just1

briefly peruse that because I'm going to ask you a little bit2

about red interval timing?3

A Do you want me to read it word for word?4

Q No, no, no.  Read it to yourself and then I'm going to5

ask you some questions about it.6

A Okay.7

(Witness peruses document.)8

I remember writing this a long time ago.9

(Witness peruses document.)10

Okay.11

Q Are you done reading that section?12

A Section 4.4, the red interval?13

Q Yes.14

A Sure.  I took a look at it.15

Q All right.  Explain to the judge what the red interval16

is.17

A The red interval is intended to clear the cars through18

the intersection.19

Q And why do you need a red interval?20

A It is one of the factors of safety that we design into21

traffic signals to help avoid crashes.22

Q Does it depend upon--I mean how is it calculated?  And23

I don't mean the exact precise terms.  But it's legal to24

enter an intersection when a light is yellow; is that25
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correct?1

A Correct.2

Q A car could be moving just into the intersection with3

the opposing traffic waiting there.  If a vehicle from the4

opposing lane of travel enters while the other vehicle has5

not cleared, you might have a crash.6

A You likely would have a crash.7

Q Right.  So how do you measure how long the red8

clearance interval should be?9

A There have been different iterations of the exact10

formula over the years.  But in general, some variation of11

the width of the intersection divided by speed is going to12

give you the time it takes to cross through.13

Q And what speed do they use?14

A Typically the same approach speed that's used for the15

yellow calculation.16

Q Now, when you say approach speed, the car going17

through presumably is at the--what do you use, the speed18

limit?19

A The speed limit is used unless there's been a speed20

study done.21

Ms. Martineau: Are we talking about through or left-22

hand turns?23

Mr. Stam: We're talking about through traffic24

right now.25
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Ms. Martineau: Okay.1

Mr. Stam: We're giving that car enough time to2

get through.3

By Mr. Stam:4

Q So you're saying use the approach speed, which would5

be the speed limit, times the distance of the intersection;6

is that correct?7

A No.  We're considering the width of the intersection8

plus or minus length of car and pedestrian consideration. 9

But generally the width of the intersection divided by the10

speed is going to give us a time for a car to make it through11

that intersection.12

Q What's--is it Greenfields' rule or law or Greenshield?13

A Greenshields.14

Q Yeah.  Explain Greenshields.15

A Greenshields deals with green signal time.  There's no16

pun intended on his name, but it deals with green signal17

time.18

Q And is that related to how fast it takes for a queue19

to start up?20

A Yes, exactly.21

Q All right.  So in the example I gave--do you mind if I22

use this board right here?23

A It's not mine.  Help yourself.24

Q I just want to make sure we're talking about the same25
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thing.  So straight through, Vehicle A is entering the1

intersection (indicating).2

A Okay.3

Q Vehicle B is sitting here (indicating).4

A Correct.5

Q And so what is--I'm sorry.  Is it Greenshields?6

A Greenshields.7

Q What is Greenshields' law about, how fast they get8

going?9

Ms. Martineau: Who's "they," B?10

Mr. Stam: The cars in B, C, D, in that queue.11

Ms. Martineau: Okay.12

A What Greenshields' law is used for--and it's actually13

still used today by many agencies whether they know they're14

using it or not.  It's looking--it used to look at how much15

green time do we need to get a column of vehicles moving.  In16

other words, if you expect four cars to queue up, how much17

green time would you want to give to that green signal to get18

those cars started up and moving?19

In crash reconstruction work we don't use that.  I use20

it in my teaching to explain to people that there's a 21

start- up time.  Greenshields' formula takes into account22

that the first vehicle has to get rolling and move out and23

the subsequent vehicles are typically going to roll out a24

little faster.25
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Q All right.  My only question is going to be on the1

first vehicle.  How long does it take the first vehicle to2

roll out under Greenshields' formula?3

A Four seconds.4

Q Four seconds, okay.  So that if A is proceeding5

through and it's going to take B four seconds to get wound up6

and proceed, there's some lag time, is there not, in here?7

A I like that term, "get wound up and proceed."  I've8

never used that, but yes, you're right.  There is lag time,9

exactly.10

Q All right.  But what happens if B is not in the queue11

but B is back here at the speed limit (indicating) and is12

just anticipating when the light's going to change?  Can you13

rely on that lag time then, because if B is at let's say 4514

miles an hour here (indicating) and A is at 45 miles an hour15

proceeding through, is that what the all-red clearance16

formula is designed to---17

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  When you say "that,"18

what do you mean by "that"?19

Q That situation.20

A A long time ago---21

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Objection to the form22

of the question.  Go ahead.23

Q Is that what that situation is designed--the all-red24

clearance formula is designed to obviate or ameliorate or25
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avoid or whatever?1

Ms. Martineau: Objection.  Go ahead.2

A The all-red clearance is intended to clear the3

proceeding continuing car through the intersection to add a4

factor of safety before opposing traffic is given a green5

signal, right of way transfer to opposing traffic.  We could6

look at that red clearance in a number of situations, that7

being just one of them.8

Q Okay.9

A A number of years ago someone asked me about a similar10

situation.  It might have been 35 and 35.  It doesn't matter. 11

But, you know, if a car is in position exactly correctly--and12

I remember stepping through it with that student and showing13

them how I was not concerned about it happening.14

It was--the traffic signal was at the I-40 exit next15

to the Home Depot just outside of Asheville.  I remember it. 16

It was an interstate ramp, and they were concerned that the17

crash had occurred because there was a problem with the18

signal.19

And I walked him through it and showed him why it was20

physically impossible and it wasn't going to happen unless21

you had a driver that was coming in--Driver B was coming in22

so hot that they would have ended up sliding out into the23

intersection by the time they tried to get stopped and24

everything anyway.  The crash didn't happen that way.  The25
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driver just blew the red light.  1

Going back to your original question, I think, is the2

red interval designed just for that situation, no.  It's3

designed for general safety and many sorts of questions.4

Q Okay.  But going back to this situation, in deter-5

mining the all-red clearance interval, it's the approach6

speed, the speed limit of the car that is already in the7

intersection.  Is that what is used for the v in that part of8

the equation?9

Ms. Martineau: I'm going to object to the form of10

the question.11

A For through traffic we're using the approach speed to12

calculate the yellow and the red for the same car, for the13

yellow and then their continuing red.  It's--maybe I missed14

the point of your question.15

Q Well, are we using the approach speed for both---16

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  When you say "we," do17

you mean traffic engineers in general?  Do you mean North18

Carolina traffic engineers?  Do you mean ITE traffic19

engineers?20

By Mr. Stam:21

Q Mr. Marceau, in determining the appropriate yellow22

change interval and the appropriate all-red interval, should23

an engineer use the approach speed for through traffic for24

both the yellow change interval and the red change interval?25
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A Yeah.  Current practice is to use one speed limit in1

the formula.2

Q Okay, one speed limit in the formula.3

A We're using the same speed for both calculations. 4

We're not changing the speed.5

Q Thank you.  Okay.  If you would turn to page 77, and6

it goes over to 78?7

(Witness complies.)8

Q If you would take a minute to peruse Section 5.2,9

titled Dilemma Zones?10

(Witness peruses document.)11

Ms. Martineau: While he's perusing and--off the12

record.13

The Reporter: Off the record. 10:47 a.m.14

(Discussion off the record.)15

The Reporter: On the record. 10:48 a.m.16

The Witness: I remember this.17

By Mr. Stam:18

Q What is the dilemma zone?19

A A dilemma zone is a region or an area--in traffic20

engineering terms, a dilemma zone is a range or an area21

upstream from a traffic signal, in advance of a traffic22

signal, before a driver would get to it, where a driver may23

have a concern--may have a problem making a decision, do I go24

or do I stop, when he sees a yellow signal.25
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Q Now, imagine a driver who's driven every day for 401

years, in the prime of life, never had a ticket in her life,2

and you compare that with a 16 year old who just finished3

driver's ed.  They are two different drivers, and one will4

have more dilemmas than the other.5

My question is does the driver with 40 years of6

experience driving every day--how long have you been a7

driver?  Then I'll break up my question that way.8

A I started driving when I was 16.  I'm 51, so quite a9

long time, 35 years?10

Q 35 years.  So let's take you, Mr. Marceau.  Are there11

dilemma zones that even affect a driver like yourself, not an12

inexperienced driver, but an experienced, good driver who's13

alert?14

A Dilemma zones are not related to a certain age or15

driving experience.  They're just there.16

Q All right.  And what causes--let me back up.  Have you17

read Gazis' article, "The Problem of the Amber Signal Light18

in Traffic Flow"?  19

A Yes, I have.20

Q You have read it?21

A Yes.22

Q And you've heard the discussion of dilemma zones?23

A Yes.24

Q What causes a dilemma zone within the context of25
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traffic signals and yellow change intervals?1

A Well, as I stated earlier when you first asked me2

about dilemma zones, a dilemma zone is simply a region that3

traffic engineers have defined as a region where drivers may4

have trouble making a decision do I go or do I stop when5

presented with a yellow signal.6

Q And is that zone such that not only they have trouble7

making a decision, but in fact there is no solution to the8

problem if they decelerate at the rate assumed by your paper,9

DOT, and if they perceive and react in the time assumed by10

DOT for whatever purpose the average driver may be in but11

within that time?  Are there zones to which there is no12

solution?13

Ms. Martineau: Can I object to the form of the14

question?15

Mr. Stam: Yes, please.16

Q But you understand you go ahead and answer although17

she's objected.18

A Yes.19

Ms. Martineau: He's not saying whether or not that20

car is stopping or going through.21

Mr. Stam: Correct.22

A Good question.  Yellow times are calculated from a23

specific point in time, not an entire zone.  We can come back24

to that in a moment.  The dilemma zones that are presented--25
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these were actually taken from an NCDOT publication--or a1

reference sheet I had.  Excuse me.  I wish I had pulled it2

out of my file and brought it for you.  I mean not my file on3

this case, but my old file of stuff from way back when.4

NCDOT got these from a professor down at Georgia Tech5

named Dr. Peter Parsonson.  I heard he might have died a year6

or two ago.  I'm not sure.  Dr. Parsonson was an older7

professor.  He was a great guy.  8

And Dr. Parsonson, through observations at inter-9

sections, had put together this chart.  It was like in the10

'90s.  I remember I had a fax from Lisa Moon.  She sent me11

this chart.  I don't know if you guys know Lisa.12

Q Yes.13

A I've known Lisa for about 20 years.  And she sent me14

this chart---15

Q (interposing)  Are you talking about the chart on page16

78?17

A Yes, yes, as a matter of fact.  I mean I've seen it in18

other sources.  But I remember Lisa and I were having a19

discussion in the days before probably e-mail.  We were20

faxing.  And I just---21

Q (interposing)  You are old, then.22

A Yeah, I know, but I just remembered that.  But this23

chart refers to the dilemma zones that Dr. Parsonson and his24

grad students observed through their own observations--and I25
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don't recall how they did their study.  But they stood out in1

traffic and they watched where they thought people were2

having trouble and they made note of these distances.  I can3

picture it.4

It's a chart of all kinds of distances at different5

speeds.  He drew like a cloud shape and said in general this6

is kind of the area.  NCDOT used to have a very good7

relationship with Georgia Tech's traffic engineering program,8

and they used and borrowed that information to create this9

chart.  And I was using it as a reference, trying to help the10

police officers understand what I was talking about.11

Q Do you think you still have that chart?12

A Oh, I know I do.  I know I do.13

Q I wonder if you could look in your file---14

A (interposing)  It's an ancient NCDOT sheet.  It's like15

1990-something.16

Q All right.  I'm going to ask you if you could find17

that chart and---18

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  You can ask me.19

Q I'm asking you through the lawyer for Cary if you20

could find that chart and get it to us.21

A I'll be glad to.22

Q I would appreciate that.  I'd learn something.  Do you23

or do you not know what causes dilemma zones having read the24

chart, read Gazis, and your own observations?25
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A My understanding as a traffic engineer has always been1

that it is an area where people seem to have trouble making a2

decision.  When you give people a decision to make, you're3

going to get slightly different responses from different4

drivers, and that's why---5

Q (interposing)  Even experienced drivers?6

A Absolutely.7

Q Right.8

A Like I said, making a correct decision hopefully gets9

better as we improve in our driving experience.  That's why10

we have a graduated driver licensing program in this state11

and in many other states.  But this area can still exist out12

there if we're looking at a range of drivers.13

And I don't know that I ever learned how--I don't14

think--I mean I've talked to Dr. Parsonson many times.  I15

don't think I ever asked him, "How did you guys go out and16

measure this stuff in the '60s or whenever you were doing17

it?"18

Q But even the most experienced driver can be in that19

dilemma zone; is that not correct?20

A The intent is to--the intent is to not have a dilemma21

zone through several design parameters, not just yellow22

lights, the yellow light timing.  There's a bunch of other23

stuff at play at an intersection.  We're trying to remove the24

possibility of someone having to make--having to be25
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uncomfortable about making decisions.  They have to make1

decisions, but we want to remove the uncomfortableness, if2

you will.3

Q Do you know what creates the necessity for making a4

decision between stop and go in the first place?5

Ms. Martineau: Why people have to make a decision6

between stop and go?7

Q Why people would have to make a decision between stop8

and go in the context of a yellow change interval?9

A It's a result of us using technology.  Back in the10

original days, we had police officers that directed traffic,11

and being an ex-cop I can testify about this.  When a police12

officer stands out in the middle of Wake Forest Road in13

Raleigh directing traffic, they have two signals.  We have14

stop, where you hold your hand up, and we have go, where you15

wave your hand.16

They also have what we might call a you don't have to17

stop.  The officer, as I was trained to do--watch an officer18

directing traffic.  They will look about four or five cars19

back and they'll point at a driver and get their attention20

and go, "You get ready to stop," and they'll bring the other21

cars on.  That's the way they transfer right of way.22

When we started using electrical and mechanical23

devices, traffic signals, to direct traffic in place of24

police officers, we removed that.  We removed the officer25
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making a decision and telling people what to do and we had to1

transfer that decision making over to the human driver, and2

that's why people have to make a decision.3

Q If you would turn to page 104 and 105 in the excerpt,4

and take a minute to remind yourself?  And for the record it5

is Section 8.3, Red Light Running Cameras.6

(Witness peruses document.)7

A Okay.  I took a look at it.8

Q The very first sentence says, "It is undeniable that9

red light running contributes to intersection crashes."  Does10

yellow light running contribute to intersection crashes? 11

Does a person entering an intersection on a yellow light12

contribute to intersection crashes?13

A I've never heard of one.  I'm trying to remember where14

I took that photo.  I'm sure it's in Cary.  I just can't15

remember where.16

Q On page 105?17

A On 104.18

Q Page 104.19

A Or either one of them, for that matter.20

Q All right.21

A That is Maynard at Chapel Hill Road.22

Q On page 104 or 105?23

A Both of these.  I mean the intersection has changed a24

lot since those days, but I'm pretty sure that's where it is. 25
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Anyway, it's a moot point.1

Q Are you familiar that around 2004, '05, '06 DOT2

changed the way it calculated yellow change intervals?3

A Yes.  It was an NCDOT ITE task force that looked at4

how yellow intervals--yellow and red, actually both--were5

being calculated in North Carolina.  I was asked to be on6

that task force.  I was already on another one, so I didn't7

serve on both.8

Mr. Stam: Are we are at Exhibit 4?9

The Reporter: Yes, sir.10

(Plaintiffs Exhibits 4-7 were11

marked for identification.)12

Q I'm going to hand you what's been marked for13

identification as Exhibits--I think I'll give you 4, 5, 6 and14

7 together.15

Ms. Martineau: While he's looking at those, can we16

take a brief break?17

Mr. Stam: Sure.18

The Reporter: Off the record. 11:01 a.m.19

(A brief recess was taken.)20

The Reporter: On the record. 11:19 a.m.21

The Witness: Okay.  I took a quick look at22

everything.23

By Mr. Stam:24

Q All right.  And Exhibits 4 through 7, I understand you25
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just saw them for the first time this morning.  Is that1

correct?2

A No.  I actually--I saw these--I received at least what3

I think are 4, 5, and 6 of the e-mail chains from Town4

Council from Elizabeth late yesterday, but I didn't look at5

them.6

Q Very recently?7

A Yes.8

Ms. Martineau: And also just for the record, these9

are not e-mails that Mr. Marceau was copied on or---10

Mr. Stam: (interposing)  I'm going to ask him11

about that.12

Ms. Martineau: And of course he can't be a mind13

reader.14

By Mr. Stam:15

Q You first saw them yesterday?16

Ms. Martineau: Some of them.17

Q Some of them?18

A Right.19

Q Was that 4, 5, 6, and 7?20

A I didn't even look at them.  I was handed them and I21

promised to review them and I never did.22

Q And I'm just going to ask--because you're a designated23

expert for the Town of Cary and this is some correspondence24

between the town traffic engineer for Cary, I just want to25
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ask if you can read his mind.1

Ms. Martineau: Are you a mind reader?2

A No.  You know, the tuner on the crystal ball is not3

working.4

Q All right.  Look at Exhibit 4 there, the first and5

second sentence.  He's faced with a proposal apparently,6

writing to Pamela Alexander at DOT, that on Harrison Avenue7

with a 45 mile an hour speed limit somebody is talking about8

reducing the yellow change interval down to 3.0 or 3.39

seconds for left turns.  Why would the traffic engineer say10

this could create a safety problem?11

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the12

question.  I mean I think that's a better--if you have a13

question as to why Mr. Moore wrote what he wrote, you should14

ask Mr. Moore.15

A I have no idea why Dick considered this to be a safety16

problem.17

Q Okay.  Would you consider it a safety problem,18

reducing the yellow change intervals where there's a 45 mile19

an hour speed limit on left turns from 4.5 down to 3.0 or20

3.3?21

A As far as this specific intersection, I want to look22

at it and run the numbers and check it myself.  I haven't23

looked at this intersection.  I don't know.24

Q Okay.  If you would go down about two thirds--halfway25
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through the page, the paragraph that begins "The operating1

speeds."  Would you just read that one short paragraph?2

A Certainly.  "The operating speeds on Harrison Avenue3

are higher speeds.  While the left turning speed may be 20-254

miles per hour at the stopbar, the approach speed approaching5

the traffic signal is much greater."6

Q Is that correct in your opinion, that the approach7

speed is much greater than 20 to 25 miles per hour?8

Ms. Martineau: At Harrison Avenue?9

Q At---10

A (interposing)  Which intersection?  This was at11

Harrison.12

Q At Harrison Avenue where there are left turns.13

A Which intersection?14

Q Well, in general.  Is the approach speed much greater15

than the speed taken at the stop bar?16

Ms. Martineau: In what scenario?17

Mr. Stam: In any scenario.18

Ms. Martineau: Well, objection to the form of the19

question.  Go ahead and answer.20

A I can't answer that question as you asked it because21

there are too many possible scenarios.  It could be less.  It22

could be greater.  It could a little less.  It could be a lot23

less.  It could be a lot greater or it could be a little24

greater.  It could be all over the place.25
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Q All right.  Well, let's use our little diagram here. 1

Here are two vehicles stopped at a red light that are in the2

left turn lane (indicating).  They want to go that way3

(indicating).4

A Okay.5

Q So they're stopped.  Do you see what I'm saying?6

A Correct.7

Q They're stopped at zero.  So their approach speed to8

the stop bar would be less than 20 to 25 miles an hour; is9

that correct?10

Ms. Martineau: In your scenario?11

Q In this scenario.12

A At that point in time their speed is zero.13

Q All right.  What about the car, the vehicle, that's14

free flowing for which there is no queue, a 45 mile an hour15

speed limit?  To get through the intersection they have to16

decelerate; is that correct?17

A I would hope so.18

Q So at some point they get to 20 miles per hour or19

something thereabouts.  Is their approach speed--is the20

approach speed of that vehicle, say Vehicle C, much greater21

than 20 miles an hour or much less?22

Ms. Martineau: You're saying this is for an inter-23

section without a dedicated left turn lane?24

Mr. Stam: No.  This has a dedicated left turn25
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lane.1

Ms. Martineau: Well, then there's going to be a2

queue.3

Mr. Stam: Did we get that on the record?4

The Reporter: Yes, sir.5

By Mr. Stam:6

Q Is there always going to be a queue when there is a7

dedicated left turn lane?8

A No, not at all.9

Q Okay.  So if there is no queue and they're starting at10

45 miles an hour, what is their approach speed?11

A At what point?12

Q At whatever point you think is relevant for the yellow13

change interval used by NCDOT.14

A You lost me in the question.  I'm sorry.15

Q Okay.  Where would you--you're familiar with the ITE16

formula for the yellow change interval; is that correct?17

A Yes, I am.18

Q All right.  And one of the factors is the approach19

speed; is that correct?  It says design speed is the speed20

limit unless there is a speed survey, da, da, da.  You're21

familiar with that?22

A Correct.23

Q All right.  For a left turning vehicle, where should24

the approach speed be measured?25
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Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of that1

question.2

A I have no idea.  We don't.3

Q Okay.  Where does the physics in the yellow change4

interval mandate that the engineer measure the approach5

speed?6

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the7

question.8

A I have never been asked that or never considered that. 9

I don't know.10

Q Going to Exhibit 5, if you would--and these are in I11

guess reverse chronological order, like an e-mail chain.12

A Correct.13

Q But I would like to look at the one first at the14

bottom of the first page of Exhibit 5 that begins "Good15

morning Greg."  Do you know who Greg is?16

A Greg Fuller.17

Q Do you know what his position is with DOT?18

Ms. Martineau: Currently?19

Q Do you know what his position was in June of 2006?20

A I want to say he was in charge of signals, ITS, but21

I'm not positive.  I mean I've seen Greg rising through the22

ranks over the years.23

Q He deals with signals?24

A Yes.  His career has been in traffic engineering.25
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Q He's the signal engineer guy, is that right, for DOT,1

more or less?2

A He's one of them.3

Q Okay.  Would you read the first paragraph of the Good4

morning Greg e-mail from Dick Moore, Town Traffic Engineer5

for the Town of Cary?6

A It looks like Dick was writing to Greg and he said: 7

"The Town of Cary is disappointed that NCDOT by these8

comments will increase the number of Red light9

violations by Cary residents at the intersection of10

Walnut and Meeting Street.  Because most red light11

camera installations have been removed across the12

country because of shorter yellows being installed, we13

can only assume that NCDOT is opposed to Red light14

cameras."15

Q Would you comment on that?16

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the17

question.  You can ask him a question.18

Q Would you comment on that?19

Mr. Stam: That is a question, and you objected20

to form.21

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the22

question.23

Mr. Stam: He can now answer.24

A Comment on--I mean there's a lot of stuff there.  This25
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is the first time I've ever read this--well, the second time. 1

I read it five minutes ago. 2

Q Right.  And I understand you haven't had a chance to3

analyze it or---4

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Well, it's not his5

words.  If you have a question for him, ask him a question. 6

I don't want him just--you know, he's here to answer your7

questions.  So if you have a question---8

Mr. Stam: (interposing)  I did.9

Ms. Martineau: ---for Mr. Marceau ask it.10

Mr. Stam: I've asked a question.11

By Mr. Stam:12

Q Do you have any comment on the paragraph that you13

read?14

A No.  They are strong words.  There seems to be a15

dispute between Greg and Dick about some signals.  I don't16

know the whole history behind it, so I can't really offer a17

comment.18

Q Do you know Dick Moore?19

A I've worked with a Dick a few times.20

Q Is he a competent traffic engineer?21

A I have no idea.22

Q Did you work with him on traffic issues?23

A Yes.24

Q Did he seem to know what he was talking about?25
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A No.1

Q Okay.  If you would go to the top of the first page of2

Exhibit 5?3

A Where it starts out with just "Dick"?4

Q "Dick," right.5

A Okay.6

Q "Please don't assume our comments."7

A This looks like Greg's response back to Dick.8

Q Right.9

A Do you want me to read that?10

Q If you'll read it and then I'm going to ask you a11

question about it.12

A Okay.  Sure.  "Dick, Please don't assume"---13

Q (interposing)  Oh, I'm sorry.  You don't need to read14

it for the record.15

Ms. Martineau: Thank you.16

A Oh, I'm sorry.17

Ms. Martineau: You're okay.18

Q Just read it to yourself and then I'm going to ask you19

a question about it.20

(Witness peruses document.)21

A Okay.  I'm ready to hear questions.22

Q All right.  If you would go down to the sentence on23

the tenth line I think that begins "If the Town of Cary," and24

just read that one sentence, "If the Town of Cary"?25
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A Okay.  Here we go.  "If the Town of Cary believes1

drivers"--and this is from Greg Fuller to Dick Moore.2

Ms. Martineau: You want him to read this out loud?3

Mr. Stam: That sentence, yes.4

Ms. Martineau: Okay.5

A "If the Town of Cary believes drivers should be given6

additional leeway, the red light camera system can increase7

the time into the red clearance before a violation is8

recorded."9

Q Okay.  Do you understand what he is suggesting?10

A Sure.  The amnesty time could be increased.11

Q All right.  Does Cary have any amnesty time in its12

current signalization before the red light cameras record a13

violation?14

A Well, there is no current system.  It's turned off.15

Q Well, I mean--I'm sorry--before it was turned off.16

A Yes.  The Town of Cary did use an amnesty.17

Q How much?18

A Two tenths of a second.19

Q Two tenths of a second, okay.20

A If I'm not mistaken, it's double I think what red21

lights use in other locations.  I believe it typically is .1,22

but I'm not positive about that.23

Q All right.  Now, if you would go to number 6?24

A Exhibit 6?25
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Q Exhibit 6.  And I'm just looking at the first message1

on the first page because the rest of it is, you know, just2

the rest of that e-mail chain.3

(Witness peruses document.)4

A Yeah.  It looks like this is Kevin Lacy's follow up to5

Greg's response to Dick.  Boy, that's a mouthful.6

Q Okay.  These are two DOT employees---7

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  When you say "these,"8

do you mean Greg and Kevin?9

Mr. Stam: Yeah.  I was going to get to that.10

Ms. Martineau: Okay.11

The Witness: Kevin is Greg's boss.12

By Mr. Stam:13

Q He was his boss at the time or now or do you know?14

A He is now, and if I'm not mistaken he was back in 200615

also.16

Q And so he was suggesting that a way to solve the17

safety and enforcement problem was just to have a grace18

period into the all-red interval.19

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the20

question, mischaracterization.21

Q Is that correct?22

A No.  It's not correct at all.23

Q All right.  What is he suggesting?24

A Well, he doesn't--that I'm aware of here.  He doesn't25
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mention safety or anything like that.  He just says he was1

reviewing Greg's recommendations to the town, to Dick Moore.2

Q Well, Dick Moore's concern was safety, was it not?3

A I'm not really sure what Dick's concern was.4

Q Okay.  Is that a delay time or a grace period?5

Ms. Martineau: What is?  What Kevin's e-mail is? 6

You keep saying "that," but there's so much going on.  Please7

let us know what you're talking about by "that."8

A What Greg is talking about is--what we know as an9

amnesty time--is a delay between the onset of the phase red10

and the ability for the red light camera to capture a11

violator, capture a violator's image and then record it.12

Q All right.  Would you look at Exhibit 7, please?13

(Witness peruses document.)14

A Okay.  It's another e-mail.15

Q And you have not seen this before yesterday or today;16

is that correct?17

A No, and I don't know if I even received this18

yesterday.19

Q Well, I think actually this one is this morning, 7 and20

8.21

A Okay.22

Q What is Exhibit 7?23

A It looks like a chain of e-mails that originated with24

Lori Cove.  Apparently there's a--I'm assuming a citizen--25
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someone in Cary who has received several red light citations1

over some time period.  She has complained about them in the2

past and seems to be really hammering at several people.3

And it looks like she got another red light ticket,4

and she--Lori is letting all the people who have apparently5

been involved in this in the past know that this woman may be6

talking to them, coming to see them.7

And Greg mentioned in one of his follow-up e-mails8

that this lady had called him and she was misquoting some-9

thing.  And he told her, "We don't have any authority over10

the red light cameras that are owned by the Town of Cary,"11

and that's the basis of it.12

Q Okay.  At the bottom there's a message from the Town13

of Cary to a group of people, other people in Cary plus--14

well, lots of people in Cary.  You note that she did appeal. 15

"She lost her appeal and I haven't heard from her since until16

today."  Do you see that there?17

A I'm sorry.  You said a message to everybody in Cary?18

Q Well, all the---19

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Well, I think the20

document---21

Q ---people to which it was to---22

Ms. Martineau: ---speaks for itself.23

Q ---are apparently officials of the Town of Cary, at24

least the ones I can discern because their e-mail address is25
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@townofcary.org.1

A I'm sorry.  You lost me.  Ask me your question again.2

Q The e-mail dated December 19th, 2008, does it appear3

to be from an official of the Town of Cary to a lot of other4

officials of the Town of Cary?5

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the6

question.  Answer if you know.7

A No.  It's from the town engineer.  Officials I8

consider to be elected people.9

Q I'm not talking about elected people.  I'm talking10

about an employee of the Town of Cary.11

Ms. Martineau: Are you asking him if he knows12

whether or not Lori Cove was a town employee or a town13

engineer on December 19, 2008?14

A Lori is with the Town of Cary.  She was then.  And she15

sent it to people with the Town of Cary, also people in the16

DOT division office, people in DOT traffic engineering, and17

two people who--or at least one person.  I don't know.18

Q Do you read this that she had actually appealed and19

lost her appeal or something had happened in August of 2007?20

A "She" being the citizen, Ms. Ellwood, was concerned. 21

She had picked up apparently several or a bunch of traffic22

citations and was upset about it.  Let's see.  "She came by23

in August of 2007 to see me."  I don't know when she got her24

citations and when she appealed, but it was in '07 that she25
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came by to see Lori.1

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 8 was2

marked for identification.)3

Q Okay.  Would you take a look at Exhibit 8?4

A Certainly.  And I will tell you I can't read this5

thing.  Oh, there it is.  It says Harrison southbound at6

Weston.7

Q I'm going to tell you what it purports to be, and if8

it purports--you know, obviously whether it is that or not. 9

Mr. Ceccarelli, sitting here with me, got the data from the10

Town of Cary, pushed a little button on his computer, and it11

put out a graph, and here's the graph.  And it purports to12

show the number of violations per month at Harrison Avenue13

southbound at Weston Parkway.  Are you familiar with that14

intersection?15

A Yes.  I live very close to it.16

Q All right.  And the spike appears to be in the months17

of July and August of '07.  Now, here's my question to you as18

an engineer who teaches forensics, talks to police officers19

all the time.  If you saw that graph of violations per month20

for almost anything, what would you as an engineer first21

hypothesize or think about if you saw a drastic spike in22

violations that immediately went down after the spike?23

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the24

question.25
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Q Did the drivers all of a sudden go wild in those two1

months?2

A Those office people on Weston Parkway go crazy in the3

summer.  I used to work over there.  I know.  They had a sale4

at Moe's.  I don't know.  No.5

Q Okay.  Neither of us were serious right then.6

A In all seriousness---7

Q (interposing)  In all seriousness.8

A ---as a forensic engineer, when I see a spike--and9

it's a dramatic spike; I won't argue that--my first question10

is twofold.  One, I want to understand the system which is11

operating, and by system I mean the sphere we're working in,12

the globe we're working in, and two, I'm going to start13

looking for things that changed in there.  People's behavior14

doesn't usually dramatically change overnight unless some-15

thing causes it to change, and I want to understand what16

caused it to change.17

Q Now, there being no spike in the summer of '05 or '0618

or '08 or '09 or '10, is it likely that there was a change in19

driver behavior for example of Rosalind Ellwood, who was20

complaining?21

A Well, let's define driver behavior.  Driver behavior22

is defined by running red lights.  Well, yes, quite obviously23

there was.  Driver behavior as far as are they doing it any24

different in their normal approach to this intersection that25
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they hadn't done in the past?  Maybe or maybe not.  1

I would want to start looking at the intersection, the2

signal, the geometrics.  I'm going to start looking at3

things, as I said, the sphere and the environment of this4

intersection, and find out what was going on out there on the5

ground at that time.6

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 9 was7

marked for identification.)8

Q I'll show what's been marked for identification as9

Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit 9.10

A Before I look at that, let's go off the record and11

take a break for a few minutes.12

Mr. Stam: Sure.13

The Reporter: Off the record. 11:40 a.m.14

(A brief recess was taken.)15

The Reporter: On the record. 11:48 a.m.16

By Mr. Stam:17

Q Let me show you what's been marked for identification18

as Exhibit 9.  You can see it's been an exhibit to many other19

depositions.  Have you read any of the depositions in this20

case so far?21

A Yes, I have.22

Q Which ones?23

A I read David Spencer's, Mr. Ceccarelli's, Ms.24

Millette's, Lisa Moon's, and Dr. George's, Elizabeth George. 25
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It's Elizabeth I believe.  I read hers.1

Q All right.  Mr. Fuller's?2

A I did not read it.  I have it.  I haven't had a chance3

to read it.4

Q And Dr. Shovlin's?5

A No.6

Q Have you had a chance to see this exhibit, which was7

an exhibit to Ms. Moon's and Dr. George's deposition?8

Ms. Martineau: I don't think that we've got the9

exhibits back yet from the court reporter, but I don't know. 10

I don't know if he's seen it or not.11

A I want to say I saw this on your web site a long time12

ago, maybe possibly, but I haven't seen it with respect to an13

exhibit to a deposition.14

Mr. Stam: Off the record.15

The Reporter: Off the record. 11:49 a.m.16

(Discussion off the record.)17

The Reporter: On the record. 11:49 a.m.18

By Mr. Stam:19

Q So you've not seen this before?20

A No, not with respect to an exhibit.  If I have, it was21

on Plaintiff's web site and I just happened to glance over22

it.23

Q Okay.  Well, let me tell you what it purports to be. 24

And that is Mr. Ceccarelli obtained data directly from the25
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Town of Cary to his computer about certain intersections, the1

number of violations per month at the intersection, and he2

pushed a button or whatever he does and it turned it into a3

graph, some program he has.  I don't know what it is.  And4

I'd just like to go over a couple of these.5

The first page purports to be the intersection where6

Mr. Ceccarelli obtained his citation.  Are you familiar with7

that intersection, Cary Town Boulevard and Convention Drive?8

A Yes.  I'm very familiar with it.9

Q Going from his direction, west to east, from Maynard--10

do you know where Maynard is?11

A Yes.12

Q ---proceeding east, what is the speed limit there?13

Ms. Martineau: Objection.  Answer if you can.14

A It is 45 miles an hour, as best I recall.  It's been15

about a week since I've been there.16

Q All right.  How long have you lived in Cary or worked17

in Cary?18

A I've been in the general Cary area for 34 years as of19

today.  My parents bought a house on Halloween day in '78. 20

I've been around here for a while.21

Q Okay.  In November of 2009, what was the speed limit22

there?23

Ms. Martineau: Objection.  Answer if you can.24

A I don't know.25
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Q We'll come back to that.1

A Okay.  2

Q Assuming for the purpose of discussion that it was 453

miles per hour, as you believe it is today---4

A (interposing)  In 2009 it was 45 miles an hour.5

Q Okay.  Thank you.6

A I had to think about that for a second.7

Q All the witnesses have so testified.8

A Well, I had to think about it.  I should know that.9

Q This chart purports to show a dramatic decline in10

citations when something happened.  And I'll purport to you11

that what happened is they fixed the traffic signal because12

they goofed and they left a 35 mile an hour signal plan there13

for a couple of decades, even though it had been 45 miles per14

hour for years.15

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike.16

Q That's our position in the case.  It's also the17

position of all the witnesses, but it's not the position of18

the Town of Cary.19

Ms. Martineau: Same objection.  Move to strike;20

mischaracterization of the witnesses' testimony.21

Q But assuming that that is true, what does this graph22

tell you as an engineer?23

A The first thing I see is that there was a downward24

trend and Mr. Ceccarelli's citation blew that, but aside from25
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that I do see a drop.  I do see a drop.  I see other drops. 1

I do see a drop that is centered right about the time on this2

graph--it's shown just after March of 2010--when, as you've3

told me, the yellow time for Phase 2 through moved from four4

seconds to four and a half seconds.  I do see a drop there.5

There are a couple things that caught my attention,6

and this is really the first time I've reviewed this.  I see7

other up and down spikes all over the place, I mean some8

serious ones.  That drop right there is similar to other9

spikes I see back in '08.  These are just general comments. 10

But yes, I do see a spike that's centered about the time that11

the yellow time changes.12

Something that's odd to me is why doesn't that drop13

start when the yellow time changes, why was it already on a14

decline--it looks like a month and a half, maybe almost two15

months--before the yellow time changed.  That seems odd to16

me.17

You asked me a question before about Harrison at18

Weston.  I'm a forensics guy.  That means I'm curious.  I19

would want to figure out why it's changed.  What's bothering20

me too is why the change doesn't occur at the same time as21

the timing changed, what other factors are going on.  This is22

what I'm asking.23

Q Well, this is only counts per month.  If you had a24

daily count, you may have a more precise---25
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A (interposing)  Got you.1

Q Let's look at the second---2

A (interposing)  That may answer why the decline doesn't3

line up with the change at the time.4

Q Is a sustained change likely to be due to a change in5

driver behavior?  Obviously you can have changes from month6

to month, seasonal, depending who's shopping where or the7

weather or whatever.  But is a sustained change likely to be8

due to changes in driver behavior?9

A Well, there again, there are two parts to driver10

behavior.  One part is are they running red lights.  And a11

drop would indicate a change in that behavior, eventual12

resulting behavior.  But behavior leading up to the inter-13

section, such as associated with decision making, there14

again, I don't have enough information to say yes or no or15

maybe.16

Q All right.  Turn to the second page, if you would.17

(Witness complies.)18

Q I'll tell you what this purports to be.  One of the19

plaintiffs is Lori Millette, who was cited for running a red20

light turning left onto Cary Parkway coming off of Kildaire21

Farm Road northbound.  Are you familiar with that inter-22

section?23

A Very much so.24

Q And again, this is a chart.  Mr. Ceccarelli will25
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testify that he took the data from the Town of Cary's1

records, pushed a button on his computer, produced a graph,2

and then he inserted the comments.  So he says, "4.0 second3

Left Turn Yellow (should)"--that's his opinion--that it4

should be 4.5, but it was 4.0.5

And then all of a sudden right there where the spike6

goes up is when the town made it a three second violation. 7

You don't know where in the month that happened, so you can't 8

know exactly.  Then she gets a citation as part of that9

spike.  She's convicted, and then the town turns off the10

camera there and it goes to zero.  I don't know if it stayed11

turned off through 12/10, but it stayed off through the end12

of that graph.13

Does that chart suggest to you as a forensic accident14

reconstructionist that driver behavior on Kildaire Farm Road15

suddenly changed in November/December of 2009?16

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike the17

testimony of Mr. Stam.  Go ahead.18

A You asked me as a crash reconstructionist and I'll19

testify.  Yeah, as a crash reconstructionist and also as a20

traffic transportation engineer, there again, I better21

understand now why the line doesn't match up, so I won't22

introduce that.  I understand that you can only do month by23

month.  I know a little more about the history of this24

intersection.25
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As I said earlier when we were talking about Harrison1

at Weston, I want to look at the sphere.  I want to look at2

the environment in which we're working, and then I'll look at3

the people operating in that.  4

Why are these resultant behaviors happening?  What5

changed up front to make all this happen?  And I've got to6

tell you I'm not surprised to see a graph like at this inter-7

section.  I'm not shocked at all to see it.  As a matter of8

fact, I could have predicted it.9

Q Is it because drivers have dramatically changed their10

behavior to scoff at the law or did something else happen?11

A No, not at all.  When the signal plan came out--I12

forget who produced it--where the yellow time for that left13

turn, northbound left from Kildaire onto Cary Parkway, came14

out--what was it, late '08, '09, whenever it came out, I15

think it was around the end of the plan maybe, where we went16

from a four second yellow to a three second yellow, that plan17

wasn't done just to change yellow times.  The phasing at that18

intersection changed dramatically in two very huge ways.19

My mother lives not far from this intersection, and20

she has in all these years complained to me about only two21

things about traffic and they both had to do with this inter-22

section, not about yellow times.  I promise you.23

At the time that they went from four seconds to three24

at this particular intersection, as well as other25
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intersections around Cary, the town was using going from a1

lead-lead left turning phasing operating to a lead-lag.  It2

processes more cars per hour.  But to effect that you need to3

have the correct technology in place.  If not, you end up4

building what we call a yellow trap crash situation into the5

intersection.6

And the signal heads that were in place and the7

phasing that was in place, a traditional late phase, using8

protective---9

Q (interposing)  That's discussed in your book, the10

yellow trap?11

A Exactly, exactly, yellow trap crash.12

Q Okay.13

A What happens is if we were to try to operate lead-lag14

phasing with those five section left turn signal heads--we15

had a green ball and a green arrow--we would, a, introduce a16

yellow trap, or b, have to shut the whole intersection down17

with an all-red at inappropriate places just to bring18

everybody to a stop, to then restart the lighting left turns19

or the lighting through movements, and we don't want to do20

that.  It's dumb and it confuses everybody.21

We have to find a way to convey a message to drivers22

through a left turn arrow to make it happen.  And the town23

selected using--as is being done across the state--selected24

using the four section signal head with a flashing yellow25
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arrow.1

The town did a great job in my opinion, publishing2

articles in The Cary News, in The News & Observer.  They3

involved the media, letting people know what was coming. 4

They'll start seeing these flashing yellow traffic signals. 5

People got all upset.  I got more complaints.  My neighbors6

all came and complained to me.  I'm like an elected official. 7

You know.  You get it.8

And the fact that they changed to a different signal9

indication and the fact that they also changed the phasing--10

all the drivers for many years at this intersection in a left11

turn got used to being able to travel through.  And quite12

often they would see--for throughs and a left would see their13

signals expire concurrently.  They no longer did.14

All of a sudden we had left turns who had a green when15

throughs didn't and we had throughs that had a green when16

left turns didn't and it was a very different world.  The17

same thing was happening at Cary Parkway and Chapel Hill18

Road, which is closer to my house.  I had a chance to watch19

it quite a bit, and drivers were very upset about it.20

The other part is this intersection is the reason the21

panel changed this type of phasing and changed these signal22

heads.  One is for safety.  The other is this intersection,23

especially in the p.m. peak hour, is what we call saturated24

flow.  We've got 50 pounds of mud and we're trying to put it25
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in a 30 pound sack.  It doesn't work.  There are too many1

cars for the roadway capacity.2

And the town can by eminent domain take the buildings3

on either side and widen the road or they can try to utilize4

green interval timing to process more cars.  And by doing5

that, they use a lead-lag.  When we have saturated--my point6

to all that is when we have saturated traffic conditions, we7

have frustrated drivers.8

By and large the leading cause we see people running9

red lights, especially those running them just a little bit10

past the red interval initiation, is frustrated drivers just11

trying to make it through all over the place.12

Q Look at this chart if you've finished your answer.13

A I'm not done yet.14

Q Sure.15

A So we have several combinations.  One, we have a16

change in phasing.  All of a sudden people are going, "Wait a17

minute.  I should still have a green.  What's this flashing18

yellow arrow thing?"  I hear this from people.  I see it19

myself.  I actually designed one of the first intersections20

in the state using this, in Fayetteville.21

And we have changed the phasing, so we've done22

something that drivers aren't used to, and then we have a23

whole bunch of really frustrated drivers.  That turn in24

particular, that turning movement, has a high percentage--if25
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we look at the right turn off of Cary Parkway onto Kildaire,1

a left turn, they oppose each other, and there was a high2

movement of vehicles there.3

If you do traffic counts at that intersection, we have4

a lot of people trying to go through there.  There's only one5

turn lane because we can't widen the road, and they're6

frustrated and they bust red lights.  And so I'm not7

surprised that we have a spike right there.  I'm sorry.  That8

was a long-winded explanation.9

Q I'm glad.  Before the change you were running 50 to10

100 violations per month.11

Ms. Martineau: According to this exhibit.12

The Witness: I'm sorry.  According to? 13

(Ms. Martineau indicates.)14

The Witness: You're correct, yes.15

By Mr. Stam:16

Q I hadn't actually finished my question.17

A Okay.18

Q Before the change you were running 50 to 100 viola-19

tions per month.  It appears that that went up four to20

fivefold after this change.  Now, here's my question.  The21

frustrated drivers going through, are they the 50 to 100 who22

are going through anyway or is it the next 300 or 400 people23

per month who just got shorted on the light?24

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike the25
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testimony of Mr. Stam.1

A I don't know.2

Q Do you have an opinion?3

A No.  I've never really considered it.4

Q Okay.  If you'd look at the next page, Cary Parkway5

and Kildaire Farm Road?6

A The same intersection.7

Q But westbound; right?8

A Correct.9

Q Westbound.  That's really the same issue you saw. 10

Let's go to the next page, Walnut Street and Meeting Street. 11

Are you familiar with that intersection?12

A I received a red light citation there.  I was driving13

my wife's car and the citation came in the mail.  She was14

getting ready to pay it and she remembered she was out of15

town that day.  And my daughter said, "Well, Daddy was16

driving your car that day," and I was very embarrassed,17

someone in my profession to get a red light camera citation.18

Q Did you know that for years the Town of Cary on their19

citations would say if you weren't driving, you can only get20

out of it if you finger the person who did?21

Ms. Glover: Objection.22

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move---23

A (interposing)  I remember something.24

Ms. Martineau: ---to strike the testimony of Mr.25
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Stam.1

Q You remember that?2

A I do remember.3

Q You remember that?  But they had to change it last4

year because we pointed out to them that that was unlawful.5

Ms. Martineau: Same objection; move to strike.6

Q "If you'd like to get your $50 back, talk to us."7

A In a humorous fashion.  I do remember that.8

Q Okay.9

A I got a citation there a long time ago.10

Q Did you know the Town of Cary had collected $1 million11

of citations at that one intersection?12

Ms. Martineau: Same objection; move to strike.13

A I had no idea.14

Q And did you know it was vastly more than most of the15

other intersections in town?16

Ms. Martineau: Same objection; move to strike the17

testimony of Mr. Stam.18

Q Do you have any idea why that might be?19

Ms. Martineau: Same objection.20

A Why the town had collected more revenue or why there21

were more violations there than at other intersections?22

Q More violations.23

A More violations?24

Q And this is--I purport again this is a chart taking25
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the town's own data, pushing a button, converting it into a1

graph.  It looks like right before the change maybe they had2

to turn it off for a little bit to do the change.  I don't3

know what happened later.  But all of a sudden it goes up4

when you go to 3.2 seconds.  You know that intersection.5

A I know it very well.6

Q Why would there be so many more citations at that7

intersection, if there are?8

A I'm not surprised.  Going back to my earlier dis-9

cussion along that same thread, same vein, red light running10

quite often, if not most, typically occurs when frustrated11

drivers just tend to be--they want to be.  It's intentional. 12

"Maybe I can make it."13

They reach the same decision point as everybody else,14

and they make the decision to just go ahead and go because15

there's an overriding desire that "Maybe I'll make it16

through.  I'm in a hurry.  I'm frustrated.  I don't want to17

wait another second."18

This particular corridor, the Walnut Street corridor19

through the CrossRoads area, has been studied, explored, and20

reviewed more times by me, by my engineering firm.  There21

have been so many different solutions proposed to this inter-22

section.  The entire shopping center was never designed to be23

the way it is and the roads leading into it were never24

intended to be the way they were, and it's Band-Aid on top of25
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Band-Aid.1

My point to that is there are--this is 100 pounds of2

mud trying to fit into a 30 pound sack.  It doesn't fit, and3

there are very, very frustrated drivers.  That might have4

been why I ran the red light there.  I don't remember.  But5

there are many, many frustrated drivers on that corridor.6

Also a large number of those drivers just came off of7

an interstate, a high speed road type situation, and they're8

coming here just to go shopping at that shopping center. 9

They're coming from ramp 1 and they are making a quick right10

and then a quick left.  And my own review of coworkers one11

time asking---12

Q (interposing)  Right and left.  I don't understand how13

you would do that, but---14

A (interposing)  You come off the ramp and you make a15

right.16

Q Oh, okay.17

A You come off the ramp from US 1.18

Q The ones going northbound?19

A Correct.20

Q Okay.  I've got it.21

A I remember kind of polling some of my coworkers one22

time about some other issues.  And what they brought out was23

when you're making that right turn and then a subsequent left24

to go into the shopping center, especially once the dual left25
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turns were put in, it's very confusing because what we call1

the weaving distance is rather short.2

And one of my coworkers said, "I got a red light3

citation.  I didn't even know I busted the light.  I mean I4

was so focused on traffic around me I just drove right5

through it.  I was focused on getting in the shopping center6

and not hitting anybody and changing lanes."  So there's a7

lot of stuff at play here.  I'm not surprised there is a high8

number--that there were a high number of red light violations9

at this intersection.10

Q Is that a complex intersection?11

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the12

question.13

A The intersection itself, no, but the approach, and I14

don't mean to---15

Q (interposing)  I mean the approach.16

A The general path that people take to it can--whether17

they're coming down Walnut or they're coming off of US 1.  In18

either direction it can be.19

Q So why in the world did they go down to three seconds20

for a yellow change interval at a confusing intersection21

where the speed limit is 45 miles an hour?22

A When signal plans are being upgraded, the yellows and23

reds are calculated using the current practice.  And if the24

current practice dictated three, then they would use three.25
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(Plaintiffs Exhibit 10 was1

marked for identification.)2

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as3

Plaintiffs Exhibit 10.  This is excerpts from a longer paper4

I have and your counsel has the longer paper, but I think you5

had mentioned teaching in Oregon or that there were studies6

from Oregon.7

Ms. Martineau: That was your witness that talked8

about Oregon.9

Q Mr. Marceau, did you talk about Oregon this morning?10

A I might have.  I've taught classes.11

Q Yeah.  I thought so.12

Ms. Martineau: Okay.13

A The original publisher for my book was a company14

called Kinetic Energy Press out of Salem, Oregon, and I15

taught a class at the Hillsboro County Sheriff's Department a16

few years ago.  I've been out there working before.17

Q Are you familiar with this particular paper by any18

chance?19

A I read this.  I mean it's been a long time ago.  I20

don't know why I read it, maybe just general--I read so much21

stuff.22

Q I'm going to particularly ask you about page--and what23

we have here is the title page, page 7, 8, 10, and 11.  And24

I'm particularly going to ask you about page 8.  So if you25
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just want to take a minute to--when I say minute, take as1

long as you want--to just peruse it.  I'm going to ask about2

page 8, but you look at any part you want.  I want to make3

sure you have enough context there.4

A Well, ask me a particular question and I'll look at5

that.  There's a bunch of stuff on here, and I'll look at6

that particular component.7

Q Okay.  Well, let's look at page 8.  This appears to be8

a summary of various brake reaction times studies for the9

85th percentile and the 95th percentile for four different10

studies that were used here by the Transportation Research11

Institute of Oregon State.  And my first question is this: 12

would you explain to the court what we mean by 85th and 95th13

percentile?14

A We're looking at the majority of drivers.  That's the15

easiest layperson term to describe it.  We're not looking at16

the average, the mean, in other words the 50th.  We're17

looking at the higher percentage of drivers being covered by18

this time, this standard, whatever it might be.19

Q Do you happen to know how many standard deviations20

from the mean the 85th or 95th percentile would be?  I don't21

know.22

A You know---23

Q (interposing)  But you know the term "standard24

deviations"?25
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A Yeah.  I haven't used that in a few--I took a1

statistics class one time in grad school and I've never used2

it since.3

Q Okay.  But for the 85th percentile, you would get a4

large majority?5

Mr. Ceccarelli: The standard does not apply.6

Q It doesn't apply.  I withdraw everything I said about7

standard deviation.8

A Well, I would agree that it doesn't apply.9

Q Okay.  85th percentile is a large majority.  95th10

percentile would be almost everybody but not everybody.  Is11

that approximately correct?12

A That's a good lay description of it, yes.13

Q All right.  So they use four studies here, and the14

footnotes at the bottom of page 8 give the citations to the15

studies.  Are you familiar with these studies, any of these16

four studies on perception/reaction time, Gazis, Wortman,17

Chang, or Sivak?18

A Sivak, I think I've seen that, number 4.  I mean I19

know the names, but no, I'm not familiar with the studies.  I20

may have seen Sivak's, but I don't really remember.21

Q Okay.  You are familiar with Gazis' article you said22

earlier?23

A Yes, the article where he talks about dilemma zones24

and yellow time calculations.25
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Q All right.  Now, if you would look at---1

Mr. Stam: Can we go off the record for just one2

second?3

Ms. Martineau: Sure.4

The Reporter: Off the record. 12:15 p.m.5

(A brief recess was taken.)6

The Reporter: On the record. 12:16 p.m.7

By Mr. Stam:8

Q Do you see Table 1 there, Perception-Reaction Times9

Considering Complexity and Driver State?10

A Yes.11

Q Would you take a look at that, I mean take a moment to12

actually focus on it?13

(Witness peruses document.)14

A Okay.  Sure.15

Q Does that chart seem reasonable to you, the16

conclusions of the Transportation Research Institute, for the17

different kinds of complexity of the intersection and18

differences amongst drivers?19

A I'm going to want to sit down and really review this20

before I offer an opinion on that.  I'm not going to shoot21

from the hip on that one because I'm going to want to, you22

know, think about each one of these, whether it was a design23

or after design or how the driver is acting and think of24

situations where I've actually run into these myself and then25
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offer an opinion, but I'm not going to shoot from the hip on1

that.  It would be dumb to do that.2

Q Okay.  Well, going back to NCDOT and the Institute for3

Traffic Engineer formula for determining the yellow change4

interval, it's in your book that you use 1.5 seconds as5

perception/reaction time.6

A I think I said perception/reaction times are about7

1.5.8

Q Right, about.9

A Right.10

Q And if you look at the studies there at the top of11

page 8 called Brake Reaction Times Studies, would it be fair12

to say that 1.5 is intended to be the 85th percentile13

calculation?14

Ms. Martineau: Who intends?  When you say "intended15

to be"--objection to the form of the question.  Go ahead.16

Q Mr. Marceau, you use about 1.5.  And I asked you at17

the very beginning of our deposition whether you are18

intending that to be the average, mean, median, 85th, 95th or19

whatever, and your answer a couple hours ago was what?20

A Well, first of all, let's back up.  I don't use 1.5. 21

I use whatever current practice calls for, which has changed22

over time.23

Q Which is 1.5; correct?24

A In North Carolina current practice right now is 1.5.25
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Q That is what we're talking about, North Carolina.1

A Okay.2

Q All right.3

A Now, continue with the rest of your question.4

Q My question is now that you have seen this paper and5

the results of some of the people that you have heard about,6

isn't it correct that when you use 1.5, you're only talking7

about the 85th percentile of the population so that--well,8

I'll stop my question there.9

A No.  Your question is invalid.  First of all, we have10

no idea what these studies were about.  It says brake11

reaction time.  Reaction to what, a guy in a costume jumping12

out in front of a car, a red light?  I don't know.13

When we use a perception/reaction time for traffic14

engineering purposes, specifically for a yellow decision15

making perception/reaction, we have a known stimulus with16

known responses to a learning or learned audience, the17

drivers.18

I have no idea--and that's--you know, it's a number we19

use.  I have no idea what these studies are about.  So my20

trying to compare a number in current practice of 1.5 by21

NCDOT to these would be--it's impossible.  I can't do it.22

Q Take a look at Table 1.23

A Okay.24

Q Low volume road, alert driver, low complexity.  That25
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appears to be the simplest case, is it not, low volume, alert1

driver, low complexity?2

A Not necessarily.3

Q All right.  Of the descriptions in the left column of4

Table 1, which is--which description most closely approxi-5

mates the Lori Millette intersection, northbound on Kildaire6

Road intersecting with Cary Parkway?  Would that be a low7

volume road or a two-lane, primary rural road, urban8

arterial, rural freeway, or urban freeway?9

A It's going to fall between--and let's back up for a10

second.  Something just dawned on me as I was reading the11

intro.  Table 1--the table before Table 1, which doesn't even12

have a number to it, which is weird because that should be13

Table 1 and this should be Table 2, but the one on top says14

Brake Reaction.  It sounds like they're reporting study15

results.  This second table is not study results.  These are16

values that some people have suggested could be used.  They17

are not results of any validity.18

So anyway, all that being said, using these type of19

parameters as far describing the state for Lori Millette's--20

when she received her citation at that intersection at 521

o'clock on a--I think it was a Friday night as a matter of22

fact--I would say that the driver's state would be alert, and23

I would say the complexity would be moderate, which I don't24

think falls anywhere in this chart.25
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Somebody who is navigating down Kildaire Farm Road has1

got to be alert or they just got killed.  I mean it's not2

easy to make it down that road.  But the complexity, it's not3

low complexity and it's not high complexity.  It's somewhere4

in the middle.5

Mr. Stam: Let's go off the record.6

The Reporter: Off the record. 12:22 p.m.7

(A brief recess was taken.)8

The Reporter: On the record. 12:27 p.m.9

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 11 was10

marked for identification.)11

By Mr. Stam:12

Q I'll show you what is marked for identification as13

Exhibit 11.  See if you can identify that.14

(Witness peruses document.)15

A It looks like this is an e-mail from Buddy Murr to16

Greg Fuller, but I'm trying to find out why Amanda had it and17

why it's printed in her e-mail.  But anyway, it looks like18

it's a--okay.  19

It looks like it started with an e-mail from Rob20

Ziemba going to Greg and Buddy, and it's links to two21

articles in The News & Observer.  One is about a class action22

ruling article and one is about "Lawsuit doesn't stop red23

light."  We have two newspaper articles and Rob was saying,24

"Hey, did you see these over the weekend?"25
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Q And Buddy Murr, who purports to be the state signals1

engineer, sends an e-mail to Greg Fuller, who is something in2

signals?3

A He's Buddy's boss.4

Q Buddy's boss--clipping page 68 from--what is the NCHRP5

03-95 study?6

A It's a national--it's a national highway research7

project.  It's the National Center for Highway Research8

Projects, and they publish journals and studies and have9

meetings.  They look at everything from pavement markings to10

roadways to signs, all kinds of stuff, in a roadway environ-11

ment.  It's kind of a theoretical research tank kind of12

group.13

Q Is it the kind of stuff you rely on in your work?14

A I never have.  It's kind of one end of the spectrum as15

far as research goes.  I don't know that I've ever used one16

of their reports.  I mean I've seen their reports over the17

years, but I've never relied on one.18

Q Would you read to yourself that paragraph?  And then19

I'm going to ask you about it.20

A Okay.  Buddy says, "On page 68"---21

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  To yourself.22

The Witness: I'm sorry.  I apologize.23

Q Where it starts "Speed limit" and ends "speed limit."24

A Got you.  Thank you.25
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(Witness peruses document.)1

A Okay.  There are words chopped off.  I was trying to2

figure out what they probably were.3

Q That's all I know.  I got this from DOT.4

A I think I can figure it out.5

Q The "l-i" probably means in lieu of.  I'm guessing. 6

But I don't think there's anything chopped off that will7

affect my questions here.  When you are trying to apply the8

ITE yellow change interval formula, the v in the formula9

means what?10

A The approach speed.11

Q Okay.  Is it the 85th percentile speed if you do a12

speed study?  I know what it says is use the speed limit13

unless you do a survey.  Is that correct?14

A That's correct.15

Q All right.  Now, if you use a higher speed for v,16

would that result--and the only change is a higher speed for17

v.18

Ms. Martineau: Are we talking about through traffic?19

Mr. Stam: Yeah.20

Ms. Martineau: Okay.21

Mr. Stam: Well, actually both, but let's limit22

it to through traffic now.23

By Mr. Stam:24

Q If you use a higher value for v, would that not result25
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in a longer yellow change interval?1

A It should.2

Q And if you use a lower value for v than the speed3

limit, then you would have a shorter yellow change interval;4

is that correct?5

A You should.6

Q Okay.  But in North Carolina we normally don't do7

speed studies at our intersections; is that right?8

A No.  In all these years I think I've seen one, ever.9

Q Normally not?10

A No.11

Q So would it not be actually more accurate then to use12

the speed limit plus seven miles an hour than to use the13

speed limit?  We admit that a speed survey would be more14

accurate, but we don't do speed surveys.  But somebody has15

and says the average is seven miles an hour over for16

straight-through.  Wouldn't it be more accurate to use speed17

limit plus seven?18

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike the19

testimony of Mr. Stam.20

A Well, first of all, your question has an inaccuracy in21

it.  You asked me that we already know that 85th percentile22

speed studies are more accurate than the speed limit, and we23

don't know that.  It could be different.  It could be the24

same.  It could be more accurate.  We don't know.25
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In some places the 85th percentile speed could be1

higher than the posted.  In some places it could be lower2

too.  We don't know.  So to say that one is more accurate3

than the other, we don't know, and that's never what ITE4

intended this statement to mean.5

Q But if you've only seen one speed survey---6

A (interposing)  In all these years.7

Q ---in all these years---8

A (interposing)  And it wasn't related to the design of9

a traffic signal.  It was related to something else that we10

happened to have in place at the time.11

Q Right.  But if somebody else has gone to the trouble12

of doing speed surveys and says that the average for the 85th13

percentile was seven miles per hour higher, would not that be14

more accurate, to use---15

A (interposing)  I have no---16

Q ---seven miles per hour?17

A I have no--I'm sorry.  I thought you were done.18

Q All right.  19

A I have no idea if it's more accurate.  I think it's20

something that we might want to look at as an industry, as a21

profession, and--first of all, let's back up.  Traffic22

engineering, and I'm assuming most other branches of23

engineering, is constantly evolving and changing.24

There's always groups of researchers--they've always25
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got a bunch of grad students doing research project.  So1

we're always considering new information and new ways of2

doing things.  I doubt you'll find an engineer that's not3

trying to make things better all the time.  We can define4

better in a lot of ways, but this sounds like Buddy dug up5

some research that somebody had done somewhere.6

Q Yeah.  In 2012 Buddy and Greg found the latest7

research---8

A (interposing)  Well, the study was done---9

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Objection; move to10

strike the testimony of Mr. Stam.11

A The study was done in 1995.12

Q Right.13

A So it's pretty old.14

Q All right.  But for some reason Buddy Murr--and I15

can't remember.  Is Greg his boss or is Buddy the boss?16

A Greg's the boss.17

Q All right--told his boss, "Well, this is what we got18

from this 1995 study."  Okay.  Next question, do you see my19

diagram?20

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike the21

testimony of Mr. Stam.22

Q Do you see my diagram?23

A Yes.24

Q This is Lori Millette's intersection going this way25
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(indicating), Cary Parkway.1

A Got you.2

Q She's going north on Kildaire.3

A Okay.4

Q 45 mile an hour speed limit.  That's the only posted5

speed limit.  At some point in time there are two drivers6

right next to each other going 45 at some point approaching7

the intersection.8

A Okay.9

Q Labeled here turning (indicating).  This vehicle10

(indicating), Lori Millette, intends to turn left.  This11

vehicle (indicating) intends to continue straight through. 12

Which of those vehicles is going to need more time to proceed13

through the intersection without violating the law, the14

straight through vehicle or the left-turning vehicle?15

A More time to proceed straight through?16

Mr. Ceccarelli:  To the intersection.17

Q Proceed to the intersection to enter the intersection18

lawfully.19

(Ms. Martineau and Ms. Glover confer.)20

Ms. Martineau: Also--I'm sorry.  If I could, Ms.21

Glover made a good point.  You're representing this is Lori22

Millette's intersection and there are two left turn lanes in23

that intersection.  So if we're going to do it, let's---24

Ms. Glover: (interposing)  You're not showing the25
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turn bays at all.1

Ms. Martineau: Right.2

The Witness: It is a single left turn lane.3

Ms. Glover: I'm sorry.  But we're not seeing the4

left turn bay.5

Mr. Ceccarelli: It doesn't matter.6

Ms. Martineau: Well, if he is representing that he7

is drawing a diagram on the board, then let's be accurate. 8

Why don't you just make your diagram not like you've done9

anything and just ask him your question?10

By Mr. Stam:11

Q At Lori Millette's intersection, how many left turn12

lanes are there?13

A One.14

Q All right.15

Ms. Glover: How many through lanes?16

Q How many through lanes?17

A Two.18

Q Two.  All right.  I'd better make two, then.19

A One's a shared through right.20

Q All right.  We'll get it accurate.21

Ms. Glover: Ask him do you know how long the left22

turn bay is.23

Q We know that Walnut is like 300 or 400 feet.  I don't24

know the one here (indicating), but this one is straight25
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through or turn right (indicating).1

A Correct.2

Q The middle one is straight through.3

A Correct.4

Q This one is turn left (indicating).5

A Correct.6

Q Okay.7

Ms. Glover: And you're assuming that the car in8

the left-turning lane is in the left--actually in the left9

turn bay, so the length of that left turn bay is--you're10

representing that on your diagram?11

Mr. Stam: Right.12

Ms. Martineau: Okay.13

Mr. Ceccarelli: It's irrelevant.  It doesn't matter.14

Ms. Martineau: That's not for you to decide, Mr.15

Ceccarelli, okay?16

Mr. Stam: Hey, this is a deposition.  This17

ain't argument.  Okay.18

By Mr. Stam:19

Q Let's say 300 feet back.20

Ms. Martineau: I'd have to know if the left turn21

lane is 300 feet in length.  So that's why I'm---22

Q (interposing)  I'll tell you what we're going to do. 23

This is going to be Walnut Street and Meeting Place24

(indicating).25
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Ms. Martineau: Well, that does have two lanes.1

A Why don't you just make it an intersection with no2

name?3

Ms. Martineau: Right.4

Q No, I'm going to use Walnut Street and Meeting Place5

because we know it's more than a 300 feet left turn bay.6

Ms. Martineau: Then you have to redo your drawing.7

Q This is Walnut Street (indicating).  This is Meeting8

Place (indicating).  And there are two left turn lanes;9

correct?10

A Correct.11

Q And two straight throughs?  Is it four lanes there?12

A It may have been increased to three after Lowe's came13

in.  There was a subsequent widening after Lowe's, and it may14

actually be two throughs and a through right.  I'm not15

positive.16

Q There's at least two going through and at least two17

left turn lanes; is that right?18

A Well, no.  There's definitely two left turn lanes. 19

That's a finite number.  But there's at least two if not20

three through, and one may be a shared through right.  I21

cannot remember if there's a right turn bay or not there.  I22

don't think so.23

Q All right.  But my question is going to be about this24

one (indicating) versus this one (indicating).25
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A So a rightmost left turn versus---1

Q (interposing)  Left turn (indicating), through2

(indicating), and they are at least 300 feet back from the3

intersection.  And the reason I say 300 is, as you know, 2944

feet is the critical distance if you're going 45 miles per5

hour.  But this left turn bay, assume for the purpose of my6

question, is at least 300 feet back.7

So you have two vehicles.  One is going to turn left. 8

One is going to go through.  Which of those two vehicles9

needs more time to lawfully enter the intersection?10

Ms. Martineau: What's the speed of those vehicles?11

Q 45 mile an hour speed limit, at least 300 feet back.12

A As the question is set up--and I know you took a long13

time to set it up--I can't answer it and here's why.  I will14

need to know--your question was--to me.  My understanding of15

the ultimate question is which of the vehicles, the through16

or the left, needs more time to make it lawfully to the17

intersection or into, whichever term we wish to use.18

Q Correct.19

A And my response is it's going to depend on several20

factors.  I have not considered it in this scenario.  I21

haven't worked this through in my head already.  I'd be glad22

to.  But the information I would be asking is where--at what23

speed is each driver traveling and what are the traffic24

conditions out here in the roadway at the time, and what are25
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the drivers going to do before they get to this point.1

Q Assuming free flowing traffic.2

A Okay.3

Q Are you now able to answer?4

A And our drivers are both traveling at what speed?5

Q 45 miles an hour.  Let's say it's 2:00 a.m. in the6

morning, no other traffic.  They're each going 45 miles an7

hour at least 300 feet back.  Which of them needs more time8

to lawfully enter the intersection, the vehicle that's going9

to make a turn, which presumably will be decelerating, or the10

vehicle that is not making a turn, presumably maintaining its11

speed?12

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the13

question.14

A Because the left turning vehicle--we would hope is15

decelerating so they don't crash into whatever the restaurant16

is over there on the far left corner.17

Q Bob Evans?18

A Bob Evans, yeah.  Because they're decelerating, their19

average velocity over that distance, over that 300 feet, will20

be less and it will take them more time to go from that 30021

foot point to the stoplight.  That is opposed to the driver22

who is holding, I'm assuming, a constant velocity of 45 miles23

an hour.24

Q So why does Cary and/or DOT give the through driver25
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more time than the left-turning driver?1

A More---2

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Give more time?3

Q Why does Cary give less time, 3.2 seconds, to the4

left-turning driver rather than 4.5 or whatever it is to the5

through driver?6

Ms. Martineau: And you're talking about yellow time?7

Q Yes, yellow change time.8

A That was my question, because---9

Q (interposing)  It's an enigma.10

Ms. Martineau: Objection; move to strike.11

Q You can answer my question.12

Mr. Stam: Are you answering the question or are13

you asking Mr. Marceau?14

Q Go ahead and answer the question if you can answer it,15

Mr. Marceau.16

A The reason that we give the yellow times that we do--17

when I say "we," I mean the traffic engineering community--is18

because we're using the accepted practice methods in place19

when we're doing the calculations to come up with the yellow20

time.  We're using values that are accepted engineering21

practice for those calculations, and the time that comes out22

is the time that comes out.23

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 12 was24

marked for identification.)25
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Q I'm showing you what's been marked for identification1

as Exhibit 12.2

A Oh, I remember this.  This is Steven's article.3

Q Are you familiar with this document?4

A Yes.  I know the author and the document.5

Q Where does the physics in the yellow change formula,6

which is at the bottom of the second column of the first7

page, to wit page 20, mandate the engineer measure the8

approach speed?9

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the10

question.11

A You lost me.  Your question was where does the physics12

in the yellow change formula mandate that the engineer13

measure the approach speed?14

Q Right.15

Ms. Martineau: Same objection.16

A That's impossible to answer.17

Q Okay.  I'll represent to you that the scribbles on18

there are from me, my handwriting, and that they're not part19

of the original document.20

A Well, yeah.  I know that.  It came out of an ITE21

journal.22

Q Right.  Is that term, though, that's---23

A (interposing)  Which term?24

Q The term that's circled that says "yellow."  Is that25
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the yellow change part of it, and then the second term of the1

equation that says "all red" the way to measure the red2

clearance interval, all-red clearance interval?3

A It's the way to calculate it, not to measure it.4

Q To calculate it, I'm sorry.  You're right.  Does that5

sound right, that that's the way to calculate the yellow6

change interval and the all-red clearance interval?7

A When this article was written back in 2004 or 20058

when the task force originally convened, that was the current9

ITE method for calculating yellow and red.10

Q Okay.  I thought this was the new way to measure it.11

A It's the way to calculate it, not to measure it.12

Q To calculate it, right.13

A The---14

Q (interposing)  And look--if you need to, look at the15

last page where you'll see---16

A (interposing)  I was trying to find a way to form my17

words.  The formula itself didn't change.  The engineering18

judgment around the use of their formula, in particular the19

caps, the high end, the low end, as well as some of the20

variables within the formula did change.  But the general21

idea behind how you calculate a yellow and a red really22

didn't change at all.23

Q Because physics doesn't change; is---24

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  What did you say? 25
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Q ---that right?1

Ms. Martineau: Objection.2

Mr. Stam: Because physics doesn't change.3

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the4

question; move to strike.5

By Mr. Stam:6

Q The laws of motion in the universe don't change.7

A Not until we get near the speed of light they don't.8

Q Right.  Now, in this equation, there's one term that's9

used twice.  Which is it?  When I say "term," I mean one10

letter that's used twice.11

A I understood.  Velocity.12

Q Velocity.  When the same term is used twice in the13

same equation, do you use the same value for that equation or14

not?15

A The way this is written, yes.16

Q All right.  Now, look at the all-red clearance17

interval, w plus l over v.18

A Okay.19

Q Earlier in your deposition I believe you told me that20

the v, as used for the all-red clearance interval, would be21

the design speed.22

A Right.  It's whatever--when we're designing a traffic23

signal, it's whatever speed we plug in.24

Q Right.25
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A We don't use roadway design speed.  That's way too1

high.2

Q Because that vehicle that's lawfully entered the3

intersection and proceeding through, we have to presume it's4

going the speed limit.5

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the6

question; move to strike.7

Q Is that correct, or it could be?8

A The only discussion I've even seen on that was an ITE9

discussion years ago, and they said--they talked about10

drivers at the lawful speed, at the maximum lawful speed, and11

that was the--I can't remember all of it.  I just remember12

seeing it.  It was written in an ITE paper somewhere.13

Q All right.  Whatever it is should be the same14

throughout the equation; is that correct?  In other words, if15

the same term--I've already asked that question.16

A The way this equation is written--if in fact it was17

written v1 and v2, that would indicate to me that we're18

looking at two different velocities.  The way this equation19

is written, it indicates v.  So we use the same value to20

replace that variable wherever that variable shows up.21

Q Okay.  And you've used that document?22

A Did you ask me do I use it?23

Q Right.  Do you use that document in your work?24

A I have, certainly.  Yes.25
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(Plaintiffs Exhibit 13 was1

marked for identification.)2

Q All right.  I show you what's been marked as3

Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit 13 and ask you if you are4

familiar with this document.5

(Witness peruses document.)6

A I'm familiar with the book.  It looks like several7

pages were copied out of it.8

Q Okay.  I have attached the pages that I think have9

something to do with the yellow change interval and the red10

clearance interval.  And if there are other parts to that11

book that you think are relevant when you're reading and12

signing your deposition, please feel free to indicate any13

other pages that you think are relevant.  Do you use this14

book in your work?15

A Yes, I do.16

Q All right.  If you would turn to page--well, I don't17

have the page numbers, but it's the third sheet.18

A It's page 412.19

Q Is that 412?20

A Yes.  21

Q Do you know it well?22

A I've been there before.  I mean someone wrote it on23

this copy, but I know it's page 412.  I hate this page out of24

this particular book.  It has typos and I don't like typos. 25
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Even in my own book I find typos years later and it kills me.1

Q The second full paragraph, do you find a couple of2

typos there?3

A The second full paragraph?4

Q I mean the second full paragraph from the bottom. 5

Tell me what errors---6

A (interposing)  I'll read the paragraph.  It's short. 7

It's only two sentences.8

Q All right.9

A "As can be seen from the formula above"--and they are10

referring to a yellow time calculation.  "As can be seen from11

the formula above, slower speeds result in higher values of12

yellow clearance time," and that is incorrect.  It's13

inversed.14

Q So it should read slower speeds result in slower15

values?16

A Lower.17

Q Lower values.18

A Slower or lower.19

Q All right.20

A "When calculating the needed time"--the first sentence21

is the one that has an error in it.22

Q All right.  But I'm more interested in the second23

sentence.  Would you read the second sentence?24

A Sure.  "When calculating the needed time,25
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consideration should be given to the values for the 1

15th-percentile speed, particularly at wider intersections."2

Q Now, 15 from 100 is 85, which means to me they are3

probably using the 85th percentile in making these calcula-4

tions.  Is that how you read that?5

A Ask that again?6

Q Well, the 15th percentile speed--in other words, 157

percent of the people going through a--coming to a light are8

going to be---9

A (interposing)  We look at the bottom 15 percent.10

Q All right.  So what does it mean that consideration11

should be given to those 15 percent people at wider inter-12

sections?  What would happen if you don't consider those 1513

percent people as they zip through the intersection at maybe14

a lower speed---15

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Objection to the form16

of the question.17

Q ---than your formula calls for?18

A I hate to bug you.  Ask me that again.  I was already19

thinking of where I had seen a reference to this when you20

were asking the question and I lost track.  I'm sorry.21

Q Intersection (indicating).  You don't want cars22

crashing into each other.  What's going to happen if you23

assume that everybody is going your design speed, but 1524

percent of the people are going slower?25
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A Well, that's not what the 15th percentile refers to.1

Q Okay.2

A But if 15 percent were going slower--I never--I never3

thought about this.  I'm sorry.4

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 14 was5

marked for identification.)6

Q Okay.  I show you what's marked for identification as7

Exhibit 14 and ask if you can identify it.8

(Witness peruses document.)9

A This is the latest edition of the MUTCD.10

Q Is that a really long document?11

A Oh, yeah.  It looks like these are some pages copied12

out of it.13

Q I have copied what I--the only pages that other14

witnesses have said have anything to do with this question. 15

I'd just ask you to look through those pages.  Is this a16

volume you use in your work all the time?17

A Quite frequently.18

Q Frequently.  And just tell me if there are parts of19

that book that you think I have not included.  I've got20

Section 4D.26 - Yellow Change and Red Clearance Intervals,21

and then Page 512 says a little bit about it.  And then at22

the very end is page 1, which I don't know why I have it at23

the end.24

A Yeah.  You missed two really important sections.25
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Q All right.  Which are those?1

A 4D.10.2

Q 40.10?3

A No.  4 letter D point 1-0, and I could be wrong.  I'm4

shooting from the hip here.5

Q Well, let's mark---6

A (interposing)  Is it 4D.10 or 4D.06?7

Q Ms. Martineau has a copy of the whole thing here.8

Mr. Stam: Ms. Martineau, could he look at that?9

Ms. Martineau: I don't have the latest edition of10

2009.  I think I have the original 2009 edition, but he's11

welcome to look at it.12

Mr. Stam: All right.13

The Witness: I probably have it.  Let's see.14

By Mr. Stam:15

Q I want to make sure I have all the relevant sections,16

or the ones that you think are relevant.17

A I don't think it changed between--this is the original18

2009 (indicating).19

Ms. Martineau: I'll represent that the revisions of20

the 2009 have nothing to do with what we're talking about as21

far as I know.22

A No, because the first inclusion of 4D.26 wasn't in23

2009.  I don't think there were changes there, maybe some24

definition changes.  We'll start at the beginning of Chapter25
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4 or Section 4 as they call it.1

Q What page?  When you get to it, tell me what page it2

is.3

A Okay.  I keep mine organized by sections.  It's4

easier.  5

(Pause.)6

Part 4 starts on page 433.7

Q Okay.  What's it entitled?8

A Highway Traffic Signals.9

Q Okay.10

A The sections you want to go to--you want to skip11

through all the 1 stuff, which is at the beginning.12

Q And I will read it and look it up later.  I just want13

to know where you're referring to and what it's about.14

A Yeah.  There are three sections in particular that you15

want to look at.  This sounds crazy, but I never look at16

paper copies.  I keep electronic copies and flipping through17

the paper here seems weird.  I know that sounds dumb, but--18

okay.  Section 4D.04.  It wasn't 06.  It's 4 letter D.04.19

Q Entitled what?20

A Meaning of Vehicular Signal Indications.  This is21

where the MUTCD writes out for us what different signal22

indications mean.  It talks about the meaning of a steady23

green signal indication and it also discusses what a yellow24

signal indication means, what is the meaning of a yellow25
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light in other words.1

Q Can I just look at that for a second?2

A Certainly.3

(Document handed to Mr. Stam.)4

Yellow light is in Section B.5

Q Page 451.6

(Mr. Stam peruses document.)7

Q Okay.  So Page 451 is relevant.8

A When you're working with the MUTCD, I probably9

wouldn't go with page numbers.  I'd go with section numbers. 10

It's easier.11

Q All right.  It's 4D.04 sub--well, just all of 4D.04.12

A 4D.04, section B, paragraph B, refers to yellow13

signals.14

Q Okay.  Any other sections?15

A Yeah.  I believe the next one is 4D.10 as in 4 David16

10.  Let me try to find that for you.17

Q .10?18

A Correct.19

(Witness peruses document.)20

No.  I'm sorry.  In 2009 they started changing some21

things with respect to signals.  It used to be 10.  I'm22

sorry.  I'm not finding it right now.  And then of course23

Section 26 discusses the---24

Q (interposing)  Which we have.25
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A Which you have right here, yeah.  I'll just refer to1

your copy instead of digging through.2

Q Okay.3

A I know it sounds crazy, but I don't dig through paper. 4

I keep it electronically.  It's just easier.5

Mr. Stam: Could we add page 451 to my exhibit6

there?7

Ms. Martineau: Yes.8

Mr. Stam: We can make a copy afterwards, or if9

we want to do it now while she's still here, page 451.10

(Plaintiffs Exhibits 15-17 were11

marked for identification.)12

By Mr. Stam:13

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as14

Exhibits 15, 16, and 17, and just ask if you're familiar with15

these equations.  I'm not asking you to do any calculations16

in your head, but look through them.  Let's take them one by17

one.  Exhibit 15.18

(Witness peruses document.)19

A Page 15, yes.  I'm familiar with that--or Exhibit 15.20

Q Does that appear to be a valid equation?21

A Well, there are four equations, and they all appear to22

be valid.23

Q All right.  Exhibit 16, the same question.24

A Exhibit 16 has eight equations on it.25
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Q Take your time.1

Ms. Martineau: What's your question about Exhibit2

16?3

Q Do the eight equations appear to be valid equations?4

A I don't know.  I would want to work through all these. 5

Several of them I've seen before, but a couple of them I have6

not, or at least not in this format.  I mean there are many7

ways to present the same information mathematically, and I8

would just want to work through them to satisfy myself that9

I'm actually familiar with all these.  There are some terms10

in here I'm not familiar with.11

Q All right.  Which terms are you not familiar with? 12

Maybe it's a terminology question.13

A I mean I'd have to go through each one.  I think they14

are calling some things different than what I might call15

them, but I'll be glad to take an afternoon and work through16

them.  It's no big deal.  I mean a couple of them look17

familiar, but I think that things have just been rotated18

around.  I could probably satisfy myself that they're all19

fine, but I'm going to do it before I say they are.20

Ms. Martineau: Right.21

Q Well, let's do this.  Instead of taking time to do it,22

when you read and sign your deposition, if you have any23

comments on those equations, please feel free to comment.24

Ms. Martineau: Well, he's here to answer your25
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questions about it, not do math.  If you have a question, ask1

him the question.2

Mr. Stam: Okay.3

Q Is Equation 1 a proper equation for determining the4

critical distance, if you know, velocity, time, perception5

time?  Do you know what the a is?  Is that acceleration rate,6

and G?7

A I don't know.8

Q Do you know what the term "critical distance" means?9

A Yes, I do.10

Q How would you define the term "critical distance"?11

A In transportation engineering we respect traffic12

signals.  And yellow time that we're talking about today is13

the distance where we are asking a driver to make a decision,14

the point in time we're asking a driver to make a decision.15

Q Anything else?16

A That's how I define it.17

Q All right.  Is Equation 2 a proper way of deriving the18

yellow change interval or determining the yellow change19

interval?20

A Can you ask that question again?21

Q Is Equation 2 a proper approach to determining the22

yellow change interval?23

A I have no idea.  I've never seen it presented this24

way.  I mean I'll be glad to work through it for you, but25
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I've never seen it presented this way.1

Q All right.  I'll go directly to Exhibit 17 where c is2

the critical distance.  Would you look at the four equations3

there for a moment?4

A I don't see a c on this page.5

Ms. Martineau: Me either.6

Q Maybe we've got the wrong exhibit.7

Mr. Ceccarelli: Wrong one.8

Q Can you show me that again?9

(Mr. Stam peruses document.)10

Q Oh, that's my 15.11

A Is this a restatement of 15?12

Q Yeah.  Let me give you a different 17.13

A Yeah.  This is 15 all over again.14

Mr. Ceccarelli: Yeah.15

Q I gave you the wrong 17.  I'm sorry. 16

 A We already have that as 15 over here.17

Mr. Stam: All right.  I'll throw that away. 18

This is 17.19

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 17 was 20

re-marked for identification.)21

By Mr. Stam:22

Q Would you take a look at Exhibit 17 where the c is23

intended to mean the critical distance, and assuming you know24

the other abbreviations, do those four equations appear to be25
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appropriate and valid for a 45 mile per hour speed limit and1

a 1.5 perception/reaction time?2

A I have not used this particular format for this3

application, and again, I'll tell you I'll be glad to work4

through it.  I'm an engineer.  You give me an equation and5

I'll work through it until I understand it or I can show6

there's a problem with it.  I'll be glad to do that.  I've7

just never seen it presented like this, which is not uncommon8

in my business.  I mean we just work through it.9

Q You have the option when you read and sign of10

commenting or not.  I hope you will, but---11

A Okay.12

(Plaintiffs Exhibits 18 and 1913

were marked for identification)14

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as15

Exhibits 18 and 19.  They both show stickers from another16

deposition, Mr. Hennings, another engineer.  Do you know John17

Hennings, by any chance?18

A I think I've worked with him over the years.  I know19

he's with Accident Research.  I think I might have a case20

with him right now actually.  I think we were both retained21

by the same counsel.22

Mr. Stam: And I don't have copies.  We'll make23

copies before we go.24

Q Yesterday Mr. Hennings wrote these out as his solution25
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to the problem for the straight through intersection and the1

turning radius.2

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the3

question; move to strike the testimony of Mr. Stam.  4

Q And my question is do you have any comment on Exhibit5

18 as an approach to determining the yellow change interval6

at straight through intersections?7

A It looks like from Exhibit 18, since this is his first8

calculation, that--is it Hennings?9

Q John Hennings.10

A Hennings is suggesting that a flat rate of 2.511

seconds, I'm assuming, be used for yellow time.12

Q This is straight---13

A (interposing)  Yeah, for straight through.14

Q For straight through.15

A So he's suggesting that his entire calculation here be16

replaced with just 2.5 seconds, which seems really odd.  I17

don't know if that's what he meant or--I have no idea.  I18

have no idea what he was intending.19

Q I think he's intending to use 2.5 as the perception/20

reaction time that would solve the problem.21

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the question22

as to "solve the problem"; move to strike.23

Q Rather than 1.5.24

A I'm confused.  What problem is he trying to solve?25
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Q Well, the problem is people get citations for red1

lights even though the perception/reaction time constant that2

is used is based on an 85th percentile in a relatively non-3

complex environment.4

A I disagree with many elements of that statement.5

Q Okay.  Which ones?6

A Well, first of all, at least in my deposition, we7

haven't established that 1.5 percent--perception/reaction8

time is the 85th percentile of people in a similar situation9

given similar responses and similar stimuli, so that kind of10

throws it all out the window.  But I'm still confused by his11

equation itself.12

I mean if this is an equation, what he's showing me is13

yellow time equals 2.5 seconds.  I hear what you're saying. 14

You think he was simply saying that he wants to replace15

perception/reaction with 2.5 instead of 1.5 is what I'm16

hearing maybe, and maybe he just didn't finish his calcula-17

tion.  He started it and never finished it.  I don't know.18

Q What about Exhibit 19?19

(Witness peruses document.)20

A This looks like what he is proposing to do is to take21

a vehicle at some initial velocity and then at some terminal22

velocity of 20 miles an hour and pick an average in the23

middle and to put that average velocity into the equation. 24

That's what it looks like he's attempting to do in this25
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equation here that he wrote, but he's--oh, I see what he's1

done.2

He's gone ahead and he's written a new equation.  It3

looks like he's proposing a new equation for yellow time that4

artificially increases all the yellow times is what he's5

done.6

Q Now, when you say artificially---7

A (interposing)  Yeah, it sure does.8

Q What do you mean by artificially?9

A Well, take a look at this.  I'm going to go ahead and10

write something out here.11

Q Okay.12

A If we look at the ITE formula for yellow time and we13

say yellow equals t plus--we'll use v.  I'm going to pretend14

like he did that the road is flat, so we don't have any grade15

or gravity, any resistance calculation to worry about.  So16

it's just v over 2a.  This is ITE's base formula.17

What he has done--and that's--that's what he's showing18

here.  He's showing velocity over two times deceleration.  If19

he in fact wants to consider an average velocity, what he20

should have done is replace this with the average velocity. 21

I'll wait for Mr. Ceccarelli to get done here.22

(Pause.)23

By the time you go ahead and square this initial24

velocity and then divide it by an average velocity, we're not25
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talking apples to apples.  It's oranges to apples.  And what1

he's doing is he's artificially jacking this up by several2

seconds.  Now, I'm not talking about the perception/reaction3

time being different.  Let's forget about that.  That doesn't4

matter.5

Q Put that to the side.6

A Put that to the side.  But what he's doing is he's--it7

looks like he's--is this guy a traffic engineer of some kind? 8

It looks like he's a--like an experimental researcher traffic9

engineer maybe.  10

And he's proposing a new yellow time calculation from11

what I see that would indicate--it would produce yellow times12

that are several seconds higher than what's in current13

practice.  That's what it looks like he's produced.14

Q Yellow times?15

A Yellow times, yellow interval times, that are higher16

than what we would do--what we would get if we used the17

current ITE/NCDOT methodology.18

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 20 was19

marked for identification.)20

Q I show you what's been marked as Exhibit 20 for you21

but was also 26 for Henning, where he actually calculates22

using his formula.  Do you follow that?23

A I see that.24

Q Now, on Exhibit 18, where does the 2 come from in this25
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formula?1

A That's been a long time ago.  I don't remember.2

Q Okay.  Well, let me refer you back to Exhibit 12.3

A Are you asking me about the origin--the derivative--4

the derivation of this formula or are you asking me about5

where we recently saw it published?6

Q No.  I'm asking the derivation.7

A Oh.  It's been a long time.  I was satisfied that it8

worked a long time ago and I haven't checked it since.  I9

mean I turn the switch on and the lights come on.  I don't10

check that every day either.  I'm being sarcastic.11

Q Let me show you Marceau 12, which has this chart on12

page 24.  You're familiar with that chart?13

A Yes.14

Q Now, I believe that you testified about 20 minutes ago15

that if you had two vehicles at 45 miles an hour at least 30016

feet away from the intersection, one intending to go straight17

through into the intersection lawfully, and the other18

intending to turn left and enter the intersection lawfully, I19

believe that your opinion was that the turning vehicle would20

need more time to do that.21

A Assuming they're at same originating speed and they're22

at the same originating distance and that--the assumption is23

that the turning driver is going to slow down so as not to24

crash, it would take a longer time for the turning driver to25
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go from the point of origin to the intersection.1

Q And I asked you why then DOT and Cary allows about 4.52

seconds for the through driver but only 3.2 seconds for the3

turning driver at that intersection.4

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the5

question; move to strike as to the Town of Cary.6

A I think what you asked me was why--and I forget who7

you said, what group--uses a shorter yellow time for a left8

versus a through.9

Q Yeah.  Do you recall what your answer was?10

A My answer, as best I recall---11

Q (interposing)  With free flowing traffic was my12

summary.13

A There's no free flowing traffic on Walnut Street.14

Q At 2:00 a.m. in the morning?15

A Yeah, okay.  But my answer then and my answer would be16

now is that the yellow times in use are the ones that are17

calculated by current engineering practice.18

Q Okay.  Now, I would like to see if you would be able19

to calculate how to get the yellow change interval for the20

left turning driver, 45 miles an hour--hopefully they'll be21

at 20 miles an hour by the stop bar or less.  22

Using their formula, what is the value for v?  Is it23

20 miles an hour?  Is it the average between 45 and 20?  Is24

it 45 miles an hour, or is it something else?  What is the25
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value for v by which ITE and the NCDOT formula determines the1

yellow change interval in that circumstance?2

A Under the current standards?3

Q Yes.4

A I would use 20 miles an hour.5

Q Okay.  But your testimony was if they're not in a6

queue, they'll actually be approaching at a higher speed.7

A Certainly.8

Q Okay.  9

A Let's remember if it's 2:00 a.m. and you're10

approaching an intersection, you're approaching a red light. 11

At 2:00 a.m. there's no people in the queue and the light is12

red.13

Q Assume it's green.14

A It's not.  That's not the way the signal works.  It15

can't be green.16

Q Why can't it be green?17

A Because it rests in red.18

Q On Walnut Street?19

A Yes.  That's a protected left turn.20

Q Okay.21

A Only throughs rest in green.  Phases 2 and 6 rest in22

green at night.  The left turn phase rests in red.  You have23

to come to a stop, so it's a moot point.24

Mr. Stam: Okay.  If we could take five minutes?25
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Ms. Martineau: Sure.1

The Reporter: Off the record. 1:23 p.m.2

(A brief recess was taken.)3

The Reporter: On the record. 1:29 p.m.4

By Mr. Stam:5

Q At Walnut Street and Meeting Place a car is ahead of6

you up in the queue and they've just got a green light and is7

going through, but you're 300 feet behind.  Wouldn't it show8

a green light for an approaching vehicle?9

A You know, by the fact that you're asking that question10

and the question you asked me before we just went on break11

tells me that I didn't do a good job of explaining something12

earlier.13

Way back, an hour or so ago, you were asking me about14

some graphs Mr. Ceccarelli pulled together showing the15

increase and decrease in the number of red light camera16

citations at certain intersections, and I think several times17

I said I would want to look at the entire sphere in which we18

were operating.  Part of what I was talking about is looking19

at all the possibilities.20

When I say possibilities, I mean at any intersection21

based on how the signal is designed and how the phasing is22

set up, there are possibilities of how a vehicle can arrive23

at that intersection.  24

For example at this intersection you just asked me25
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about your previous question before we went off the record1

would help explain your current question.  You asked me if it2

was 2:00 a.m. or something and the driver is arriving and the3

signal is red.4

You just asked me now I'm 300 feet back.  I'm the5

approaching driver.  There's one car ahead of me and they6

just got a green light.  What will happen is as soon as that7

car leaves the detection loop, the signal is going to gap out8

because I'm too far back to actuate it.9

Q How far back can you actuate it?10

A That has varied over the years, but the current at11

that intersection is only about 40 feet.  It's not very far. 12

So if that first car gaps out, if we've got between a one and13

three second gap time on that phase, and that car gaps out,14

I'm going to receive my yellow very soon after I'm in the15

left turn bay.  Does that make sense?16

Q It does.17

A There's a 300 foot gap between the car ahead of me and18

me.19

Q I understand what you're saying.  Suppose in the 20

left--the farthest left turning lane there are vehicles every21

30 feet in sort of a queue.22

A So we have a long stack of vehicles.23

Q A long stack of vehicles---24

A (interposing)  Sure.25
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Q ---in the left lane, and I'm in the second left1

turning lane.  By second I mean the one not---2

A (interposing)  You're in the rightmost left turn lane.3

Q The rightmost turning lane.4

A Okay.5

Q So the light goes green for this queue (indicating).6

A Correct.7

Q Are you telling me that---8

A (interposing)  And you're like 300 feet back?9

Q And I'm 300 feet back going 45 miles an hour.10

A Got you.11

Q Are you telling me that my light, the light for this12

lane (indicating), is going to be red, but it's going to be13

green for the left-ish light?14

A No.  Those left turns are tied together.15

Q All right.  So then in that situation, in free flowing16

traffic, 300 feet back, 45 miles an hour, having to17

decelerate because I'm intending to turn---18

A (interposing)  Sure.19

Q In that case, won't the driver in the rightmost left20

turning lane need more time to legally enter the intersection21

than the driver in the third, fourth, or fifth lane who is22

intending to go through?23

A Two separate things here.  The question about which24

driver needs more time to enter the intersection, my answer25
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doesn't change.  In that situation, Driver B, the one who's1

in a lane with no cars in front of them, may never see a2

yellow light, and if they do, they're going to be very close3

to the intersection when they do because all the cars in the4

leftmost lane are going to keep actuating the signal.5

If they're only 30 feet apart, that means that they've6

only got--there's really no effective gap between them and7

they're going to continuously hold the green because the gap8

time will be between one to two or one to three seconds.  So9

they're going to hold the green long and steady.10

So by the time our parallel left turning driver,11

Driver B, gets to the intersection, he may never see a12

yellow.  If he does, he's going to be very close to the stop13

line where, a, he's already reduced his speed to make the14

turn and nobody is going to have a problem making a decision15

about continuing or stopping.  So it doesn't matter.  It's a16

moot point.17

Q Are you saying the light stays green as long as there18

are people in the queue?19

A Who are moving over the loops, yes.  That's how it was20

designed.21

Ms. Martineau: Until it times out.22

A Green lights have---23

Q (interposing)  Your---24

A (interposing)  I'm sorry.25
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Q Your counsel said until it times out.1

A That's what I was going to explain.2

Q All right.3

A Green lights--well, let me back up.  There are two4

kinds of traffic signals.  There's what we call a pretimed5

traffic signal and we have an actuated traffic signal.  A6

pretimed is like we used to have in the middle of downtown7

Apex.  It went 20 seconds in green for this direction and8

then 30 seconds for that direction, all day and all night.9

And that was a great idea until the mayor decided that10

he got tired of having to wait on a green light at 2:00 in11

the morning when he was coming home from a party.  And so he12

got DOT to put in an actuated--that's how it works.13

Q Which mayor was this?14

A ---to put in an actuated traffic signal.  We went from15

the pretimed traffic signals that are not sensitive whatso-16

ever to traffic to actuated traffic signals.  In an actuated17

traffic signal we have two green times.  We have a minimum18

and a maximum.19

So for example, on a left turn I don't know what the20

min and max is.  But I might guess that the minimum might be21

in the range of maybe seven to ten seconds, maybe ten22

seconds, and a maximum could be as high as maybe 30 or 4023

seconds because there's a big turning volume.24

If one car pulls up, it's 2:00 a.m. and they wait on a25
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red and they get a green, when they pull forward, the very1

second that the last metal component of their vehicle passes2

over and leaves the detection loop back behind the stop line,3

the signal controller starts looking for the next car, and if4

doesn't see one it gives up the green.  It goes to yellow and5

red.6

Q So if it's not within 40 feet, it will go immediately7

to yellow?8

A I said 40 because I don't know how long the loop is.9

Q All right.10

A Not immediately.  It looks for a gap.  It's looking11

for a gap between vehicles.  We don't expect vehicles to be12

following bumper to bumper.  So we're looking for a13

predetermined gap between cars.  My point is if you have a14

queue of cars in the left-hand most left turn lane and that15

queue of cars keeps driving over that loop and actuating it,16

it's going to extend the green, as Elizabeth said, until it17

maxes out.18

A green expires because, a, it maxes out--there's just19

a bunch of cars that keep actuating it--or b, because it gaps20

out.  There's a lack of cars, and the gap time as determined21

is reached.22

Q But if it maxes out---23

A (interposing)  If it maxes out.24

Q ---then the car in the rightmost left turning yellow25
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could need more time to legally enter the intersection than a1

through intending vehicle.2

Ms. Martineau: Well, why can't that car just stop?3

A The left turning car by now, as I said, I would hope4

is through the intersection or very close to it when they get5

their yellow.  The whole point here is---6

Q (interposing)  Well, what if it's not?7

A Think about this.8

Q What if the reason it turned yellow was because the9

green maxed out?10

A Then you'd have a driver in a left turn who's slowing11

down to make a left--in a left turn lane that's slowing down12

to make a left turn.  If they're at full speed, say 45-ish13

miles an hour, I expect them to be, you know, fairly far14

back, unless they're trying to beat the light.15

Q So they're slowing down.  Maybe they're at 32.5 miles16

per hour.17

A A nice average speed.18

Q A nice average speed.19

A Between 45 and 20.20

Q Right.  So if they're at 32.5 miles an hour at that21

point, why does the formula assume they're at 20 miles an22

hour?23

A The formula doesn't assume they're at 20 miles an hour24

at that point in time.  The formula simply uses the inputted25
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20 miles an hour as a design speed.  There's no place in the1

formula where the variables are listed below that says we're2

using 20 miles an hour because we assume that to be a speed3

at this point.4

Q A different question.5

A Okay.6

Q If a vehicle is in the straight through lane, can 7

that vehicle still turn left by later moving into the left8

turn lane at the same place?9

A Well, they cannot do it safely.10

Q Are you saying to me that if they're 300 feet back,11

let's say at Lori Millette's intersection, and there are two12

cars there, one in the turning lane and one in the straight13

lane, that the one in the straight lane cannot safely move14

into the turning lane?15

Ms. Martineau: Objection to 300 yards back in the16

left intersection.17

A You lost me a bit.  Are you saying that we've got some18

cars in the left turn lane and a driver in the through lane19

decides to cut in front of them?20

Q Ms. Glover has hypothesized at Lori Millette's21

intersection the left turn lane doesn't go 300 feet back.22

Ms. Glover: I have no idea.23

Q She has no idea.  So maybe---24

A (interposing)  It goes 200 feet.25
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Q Okay.  So what's to keep a car 300 feet back, moving1

the first 100 feet during the perception/reaction time over2

here (indicating), and then decide to move over to the left3

turning lane for the final 200 feet?  Is there some law that4

stops that?5

A No.6

Mr. Stam: Would you all give us just a minute? 7

We'll step out to see if we have anything further.8

Ms. Martineau: That's fine.9

The Reporter: Off the record. 1:40 p.m.10

(A brief recess was taken.)11

The Reporter: On the record. 1:42 p.m.12

Mr. Stam: No further questions.13

C R O S S - E X A M I N A T I O N 1:42 p.m.14

By Ms. Martineau:15

Q I have a couple of questions just to follow up on16

something that Mr. Stam asked you about today, one of which17

is there was a lot of talk about the ITE formula that is on18

Exhibit--it's one of these exhibits.19

A I think it came up in one or two of them actually.20

Q Right.  It also has how NCDOT recommends designing21

yellow times for left turns.  Have you designed--you've22

created traffic plans; correct?23

A Many hundreds.24

Q Okay.  Did you actually sign and seal a signal plan, a25
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traffic signal plan that calculated yellow times for left1

turns as well as straight throughs?2

A I would sign and seal my calculations separate from3

signing and sealing a signal plan.4

Q Okay.5

A An engineer is required to sign and seal their6

calculations.7

Q All right.  You're aware that yellow times for left8

turns in general are shorter than yellow times for straight9

throughs, let's say for example if you were designing for a10

45 miles an hour road?11

A The times that we use on the signal plans on generally12

shorter, although sometimes they may be the same, depending13

on protected versus permitted left turns.  The pure14

calculated values for left turns are going to be a shorter15

calculated time than for through movement.16

Q Okay.  As a traffic signal engineer, do you feel that17

it is appropriate in some circumstances to have shorter18

yellow times for left turns?19

A Absolutely.20

Q Why?21

A It's common practice.  We use a lower speed.22

Q But beyond just being common practice, do you agree or23

disagree that it is appropriate that dedicated left turns24

have shorter yellow times?25
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A Absolutely.  Going back to---1

Q (interposing)  Tell him why.2

A I'm sorry.  I jumped the gun there.  Going back to3

what we've just been talking about, there are only a finite4

number of situations in which a driver can arrive in a left5

turn situation for a given intersection.  And as I said6

before, we need to look at the whole sphere, the whole big7

picture, if you will, or small picture around that inter-8

section.9

And if we look at the possibilities of arrivals and10

what traffic conditions could be combined with how the11

traffic signal is operating at that moment, the calculation12

using 20 miles an hour, if you will, a lower speed for left13

turns is extremely appropriate.  It's appropriate and it14

works.  It matches the possibilities of how a driver can15

arrive in that left turn lane, if in fact we have a dedicated16

left turn.17

Q You were asked some questions today about using a 2.518

perception/reaction time versus NCDOT, 1.5 perception/19

reaction time.  And I'll represent to you that Mr. Henning20

yesterday said that he felt a 2.5 perception/reaction time21

plugged into the ITE formula was a better idea than the22

practice of using 1.5.  Do you agree with that?23

A No, I don't agree.  I'd love to see his research or24

what he's quoting.25
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Q Why don't you agree with that?1

A A couple reasons.  Based on research that I've been a2

part of over the years, something around one second-ish is3

perfectly fine.  And number one, one second is the current4

ITE formula.  1.5 happens to be the North Carolina use of5

that same formula, and that is our current practice, but 2.56

seconds is extremely long.7

2.5 seconds comes from an ASTA recommendation to ITE. 8

2.5 seconds has been used for many years in roadway design--9

which is very separate from traffic design--for roadway10

design, to deal with unexpected responses to unexpected11

stimuli, for example, stopping sight distance.  It's a very12

different scenario.  There has been talk over the years of13

using one uniform time for everything, but one uniform time14

simply doesn't fit.  It just doesn't fit.15

Q Do you know what the generally accepted practice among16

traffic signal engineers is for using perception/reaction17

time today?18

A For yellow and red calculations?19

Q Right, yellow and red.20

A Well, they're using a yellow calculation when they're21

running the whole thing together.  What I see most often is22

one second.23

Q Do you know what North Carolina traffic signal24

engineers use for perception/reaction time in North Carolina25
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today?1

A 1.5 seconds, and it has been used for a while actually2

in North Carolina.3

Q Are you familiar with what North Carolina traffic4

signal engineers--what their generally accepted practice was5

for using perception/reaction time back in 1999?6

A It was one second.7

Q Are you familiar with the generally accepted8

engineering practice for--what calculation North Carolina9

traffic signal engineers use for determining yellow and red10

clearance times today?11

A The standard ITE formula.12

Q Okay.  You are currently licensed in many states;13

correct?14

A Yes.15

Q Okay.  Are you familiar with how other jurisdictions16

calculate red and yellow times?17

A Yes, not just from doing design work, but because I18

get involved in forensic cases in other states I am reviewing19

signal plans.  Also when I'm teaching I have my students20

usually bring plans from their home cities and states, so I21

get to see a lot of plans and designs from around the22

country.23

Q Do you know whether or not--you've looked at Mr.24

Henning's proposed yellow time calculations; correct?25
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A Yes, if that's in fact--it looks to me like that's1

what he's doing.  He's proposing some new yellow time2

calculation.3

Q Is that calculation anything that you've ever seen4

being used by traffic signal engineers?5

A Not by anybody, no.6

Q And you read Mr. Ceccarelli's deposition; correct?7

A Yes, I did.8

Q And you saw what he proposed for yellow times;9

correct?10

A No.  I never got the exhibits.11

Q Okay.12

A I heard some talk about it, but I didn't actually see13

the exhibits.14

Q Are you familiar with what MUTCD's guidances are for15

the length of yellow time?16

A Between three and six seconds.17

Q Okay.  Do you think it would be proper to use a yellow18

time of above six seconds?19

A Oh, it may be proper.20

Q How about at any of the intersections at play in this21

case?22

A No, no, no.  I mean I do work in other states where23

they've put traffic signals on 70 mile an hour roads and 6524

mile an hour roads, and you see some very high yellow times.25
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Ms. Martineau: Thank you.  Those are the follow-up1

questions I have based on Mr. Stam's questions.2

R E D I R E C T   E X A M I N A T I O N 1:49 p.m.3

By Mr. Stam:4

Q Do you know what the minimum yellow time was in North5

Carolina as decreed by NCDOT up until 2004?6

A I want to say it was four seconds simply because the7

controllers could--well, not the controllers.  The8

controllers were programmed for a minimum of four, but the9

monitors would kick out if we ran a--if the monitor was10

equipped in a monitor absent of yellow or a short yellow. 11

They were programmed from the factory at four seconds I think12

was the reason we went with a minimum of four.13

Q You think that was the reason?14

A Yeah.  I'm real certain.  A lot of times stuff will be15

tied to equipment abilities, and a lot of the monitors16

couldn't handle anything shorter than four seconds.  I mean17

I'm going from memory.18

Q But it was four seconds?19

A It was four seconds, yes.20

Q All right.  Second question:  you mentioned one second21

as the standard during your redirect, but I didn't get what22

you were saying one second was the standard for.23

A When Elizabeth asked me that question, she was asking24

me, you know, what I see as accepted standard engineering25
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practice.  And I was referring to just generally, in all1

areas of the country, where I look over lots of plans.  The2

most typical time I see for perception/reaction time for3

yellow is one second.4

Q Okay.  But your book says 1.5 is the---5

A (interposing)  I said about 1.5.6

Q About 1.5.  Finally, would you agree that whatever7

method of calculation for the yellow change interval, it must8

conform to the laws of motion, which is a subject of physics?9

A I don't disagree with that.10

Mr. Stam: No further questions.11

Ms. Martineau: That's it.12

Mr. Stam: Thank you very much.13

(The deposition was closed at 1:51 p.m.)14
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

COUNTY OF WAKE

C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Alexandra Hatcher, Notary Public-Reporter, do

hereby certify that Daren Marceau, P.E. was duly sworn or

affirmed by me prior to the taking of the foregoing

deposition, that said deposition was taken by me and

transcribed by me, and that the foregoing pages 6 through 132

constitute a true and correct transcript of the testimony of

the witness to the best of my ability, and that the witness

reserved the right to review his testimony.

I do further certify that I am not counsel for or

in the employment of either of the parties to this action,

nor am I interested in the results of this action.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

this 1st day of December, 2012.

                               
 

Alexandra Hatcher, CVR
Notary No. 19931480077

           /s/ Alexandra Hatcher
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My commission expires_________.

************************************

I, Alexandra Hatcher, the officer before whom the
foregoing deposition was taken on October 31, 2012, certify
that the foregoing transcript was delivered to the witness
either directly or through the witness' attorney or through
the attorney retaining the witness on _______ and that as of
this date I have not received the executed signature page.

Therefore, more than 30 days having elapsed since
receipt of the transcript by the witness, the sealed original
transcript was filed with attorney for Plaintiffs on ______
by means of US Priority Mail, in accordance with Rule 30(e)
of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure.

__________________ ________________________
Date Alexandra Hatcher, CVR

Court Reporter
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